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In this dissertation, different configurations of solar powered organic Rankine
cycles (ORC) are investigated. The configurations include: a basic ORC, a regenerative
ORC (R-ORC), and a basic ORC with electric energy storage (EES) (ORC-EES). The
basic ORC and the R-ORC are evaluated using different dry organic fluids based on the
first and second laws of thermodynamics and electricity production. The performance of
both ORC systems is based on the potential for primary energy consumption (PEC) and
carbon dioxide emission (CDE) savings, the electricity production, and the available
capital cost (ACC) for the system. The R-ORC and basic ORC are both evaluated in
Jackson, MS and Tucson, AZ to determine the effect of hourly solar irradiation and
ambient temperature on both systems. For the basic ORC a parametric analysis is
performed to determine the effects of cycle pressure, temperature, solar collector area,
and turbine efficiency on the system performance. Similarly, for the R-ORC, a
parametric analysis investigating the effect of open feed organic fluid heater intermediate
pressure and turbine efficiency on the R-ORC is performed. Finally an ORC connected
to an EES device located in Tucson, AZ is studied. The ORC-EES supplies electricity to

three different commercial buildings. The ORC-EES is modeled to be charging when
irradiation is available and discharging when there is not enough irradiation to generate
electricity from the ORC. The performance of the system is based on the amount of
electricity supplied, the potential for PEC, CDE, and cost savings, and the ACC. The
effect of solar collector area on the percentage of supplied electricity, EES device size,
and cost savings is also studied. It was determined that all the evaluated ORC
configurations have the potential to produce PEC, CDE, and cost savings, but their
performance is affected by the organic working fluid, solar collector area, and the
location where the system is installed.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Literature Review
Organic Rankine cycles (ORCs) are Rankine cycles that use an organic working
fluid instead of water. Organic fluids are utilized so that the ORC can generate electricity
from low and medium temperature heat sources. Since ORCs generate power from low
temperature heat they can be implemented as power generation units for waste heat
recovery systems, geothermal applications, and solar applications. These applications
only produce a relatively small amount of electricity; therefore ORCs are ideal for smallscale power generation applications. The selection of the organic fluid greatly affects the
performance of ORCs so criteria for fluid selection and performance have been widely
studied [1-5]. Fluids used in ORCs can be classified as wet, isentropic, and dry fluids.
The slope of the saturated vapor line on a T-s diagram determines the classification of the
fluid. Wet fluids have a negative slope while isentropic fluids have an infinite slope.
Finally for dry fluids the slope for the saturated vapor line is positive. Rayegan and Tao
[6] studied 34 different working fluids to determine how the fluids affect the thermal
efficiency, power generated, and exergetic efficiency. In another study, Mago et al. [7]
performed a first and second law analysis on a regenerative ORC using four dry fluids.
They found that regenerative ORC produces higher efficiency compared with the basic
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ORC while also reducing the amount of waste heat required to generate the same power
with a lower irreversibility.
Several studies have been performed for various ORC applications [8-11]. Mago
and Luck [12] investigated the performance of combined micro-turbines and ORCs and
compared them with only using micro-turbines for 16 geographical locations. They
found that for some cities where the use of a micro-turbine was not cost effective, the
combination of a micro-turbine and an ORC was a viable alternative to grid power.
Hettiarachchi et al. [13] optimized a geothermal ORC using the ratio of heat transfer area
to net power. They used four fluids in the simulation and found that based on the chosen
optimization criteria ammonia was the preferred fluid of the four studied. Chang et al.
[14] studied the performance of scroll expanders in an ORC using experimental and
computational fluid dynamics methods. Gao et al. [15] used thermodynamic and heat
transfer models to simulate an ORC with two different scroll expanders and compared the
results to experimental data. Srinivasan et al. [16, 17] studied the feasibility of using
ORC with the exhaust waste heat recovery from a dual fuel low temperature combustion
engine. They found that the engine fuel conversion efficiency was improved by an
average of seven percentage points while NOx and CO2 emissions recorded an average of
18 percent decrease.
Regenerative ORCs (R-ORC) have been studied for various applications as well
[18-22]. Roy and Misra [23] evaluated a R-ORC using R134a and R123 as the working
fluid for waste heat recovery. They found that for a turbine inlet pressure of 2.5 MPa,
R123 performed better than R134a. Li et al. [24] studied an experimental R-ORC using
geothermal heat as the heat source and R123 as the working fluid. They found that the R2

ORC had a higher efficiency than a basic ORC cycle for the case they evaluated. In
addition, they investigated the effect of mass flow rate on the system performance and
found out that as the mass flow rate increased the turbine inlet pressure and turbine
rotational speed increased while the regenerator efficiency decreased. Mago et al. [25]
examined exergy destruction in basic and R-ORCs using the network topological
methodology. It was found that the evaporator contributed the most to the exergy loss of
both cycles, but the loss of exergy was reduced in the regenerative cycle. In a study by
Imran et al. [26], the authors performed a thermo-economic analysis on a basic ORC, a
single stage R-ORC, and a double stage R-ORC. They found that of the five fluids they
investigated R245fa under the modeled conditions had the lowest specific investment
cost, and the evaporator pressure had a significant impact on thermal efficiency and
specific investment cost.
Primary energy consumption (PEC), carbon dioxide emissions (CDE), and
economic analyses have been performed on power systems to determine their energy,
environmental and economic viability. Fumo and Chamra [27] analyzed a combined
cooling, heating, and power system (CCHP) for a building to determine what operating
conditions are needed to have primary energy savings. Mago et al. [28] studied a
combined heat and power (CHP) system coupled with an ORC. Their analysis compared
the total PEC, cost, and CDE of a CHP-ORC with a CHP system for buildings located in
different climate zones. They found that using a CHP-ORC resulted in a reduction in
PEC, cost, and CDE when compared to a CHP system; however the benefits of using a
CHP-ORC depended on the building’s location. Fang et al. [29] compared a CCHP
system with a CCHP-ORC and determined that the studied CCHP-ORC system provided
3

greater savings in PEC, operational cost, and CDE than a CCHP system for a hotel in
Beijing. Lecompte et al. [30] used an optimization strategy to minimize the specific
investment cost of an ORC under fixed and part load conditions. They applied this
strategy to a case study of a retail company utilizing waste heat from a CHP system to
power the ORC. Calise et al. [31] studied off-design performance of an ORC. They
modeled a solar powered ORC and performed a thermoeconomic analysis by optimizing
the design parameters of the heat exchangers in the system. After the optimization was
performed, the ORC performance under off design conditions was investigated by
changing the heat source mass flow rate and temperature. They found that the heat
source mass flow rate greatly affected the performance of the ORC. In a study by
Quoilin et al. [32], an economic optimization as well as a thermodynamic optimization
was performed for different working fluids for a waste heat recovery ORC. They found
that the operating conditions were different for the working fluids when they optimized
based on economic criteria versus thermodynamic criteria. Feng et al. [33] performed a
thermodynamic and economic analysis to compare an ORC to a R-ORC with R123 as the
working fluid. A non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm was used to find a set of
optimum operating conditions when optimizing both exergy efficiency and levelized
energy cost by varying the evaporator outlet temperature, condenser temperature, the
degree of superheat, the degree of supercooling, and the pinch point temperature
difference. The authors found that in order to maximize the exergy efficiency the
levelized energy cost was at a maximum but in order to minimize the levelized energy
cost then the exergy efficiency would be reduced for both a basic and regenerative cycle.
They concluded that the Pareto-optimal solution was in between the maximum exergy
4

efficiency operating conditions and the minimum levelized energy cost. They also found
that while the regenerative cycle had a higher exergetic efficiency, it also had a higher
levelized energy cost when compared to a basic ORC under a specific design and
operating condition.
Using solar powered ORCs has previously been studied [34-37]. Rayegan and
Tao [38] used TRNSYS to model a commercial building using solar power to heat water
and produce work using an ORC. They compared different solar collectors using 11
different fluids to determine which combination produced the best results for the modeled
building located in Miami, FL. Astolfi et al. [39] simulated a solar geothermal hybrid
ORC plant using parabolic trough solar collectors and R134a as the working fluid. An
hourly year simulation was performed for four locations where the net power was
determined. They also performed an economic analysis. Tempesti et al. [40] coupled
geothermal energy and solar energy as heat sources for an ORC. A compound parabolic
concentrator solar collector was used in line with the ORC instead of using an evaporator.
The working fluids used in their investigation were R134a, R236fa, and R245fa. Hourly
results were reported for standard days in December and January. Wang et al. [41] used
flat plate collectors in an experimental set up with pure and zeotropic mixtures.
Irradiation data and the states of the working fluids were measured to determine the heat
transferred to the working fluid as well as the thermal efficiency of the solar collector.
Hourly results for the change in enthalpy, heat transferred from the solar collector, and
solar collector efficiency were reported. Marion et al. [42] performed a heat balance on a
flat plate solar collector and then compared the model with the theoretical model for
water. The heat balance for the solar collector was then used for different working fluids
5

and coupled with an ORC. The net work for various mass flow rates and irradiation
levels were then reported. In a study by Wang et al. [43] flat plate solar collectors were
used to produce electricity in a regenerative ORC. The heat generated from the solar
collectors was stored in a heat storage tank in order to control the power output by
preventing the fluctuations in heat supplied to the ORC from the solar collector. The heat
storage tank was connected to an evaporator in order to transfer the heat to the ORC. The
working fluids for this study were R123, R245fa, R134a, and isobutane. The results for
incident solar flux, power output, water temperature in the heat storage tank, and ambient
temperature were reported hourly over a day. A parametric study was also performed to
study the effects of the turbine inlet temperature and pressure as well as the condensation
temperature on the ORC. Pei et al. [44] modeled a solar powered R-ORC using a two
stage compound parabolic concentrator system with thermal storage using phase change
materials. They used a two stage compound parabolic concentrator and evaporator system
to heat the ORC working fluid first to a saturated liquid in the first stage and then
vaporize the working fluid in the second stage. They found that the regenerator increased
the efficiency of the ORC and slightly increased the overall system efficiency. The
authors found the regenerator temperature had a significant effect on the solar collector
efficiency as well as the ORC, i.e., as the regenerator temperature increased, the ORC
efficiency increased, but the solar collector efficiency decreased. Antonelli et al. [45]
modeled an ORC using compound parabolic collectors and a volumetric expander with
variable rotating speed to account for varying levels of available radiation throughout the
day. Different weather conditions were modeled to determine the response of the solar
ORC. Casartelli et al. [46] investigated an ORC with two different types of solar
6

collectors and modeled the cycles using sliding partial pressure for the turbine inlet
pressure and partial admission into the turbine as different operational strategies. They
determined that partial admission control strategy had the highest efficiency and lowest
levelized cost of electricity under the modeled conditions. In a study by Desai and
Bandyopadhyay [47], the authors performed a thermo-economic analysis for different
working fluids for concentrating solar collectors and determined levelized cost of
electricity and cycle efficiency for different fluids. Georges et al. [48] detailed selection
criteria for components in a solar ORC cycle design. In a study by Ziviani et al. [49] a
transient solar powered ORC was simulated. In their study, the ORC was then evaluated
based on its ability to meet the thermal and electrical load of a residential building for a
midwinter day and midsummer day. For the midsummer day, the solar ORC produced
more electricity than the midwinter day but because of the availability of the maximum
radiation during the middle of the day and the peak cooling load in the afternoon the
ORC was unable to generate enough electricity to power an electric air conditioner.
Researchers have investigated electric energy storage (EES) devices in order to
use electricity generated in a more effective manner. An EES device and a thermal
energy storage device were used with a CHP system in a study by Bianchi et al. [50].
They determined that when the system was properly sized it could cover the electric and
thermal load of a residential building and when compared to a reference case can result in
PEC savings. Chen et al. [51] compared a standard CHP with a CHP with hybrid
electrical energy storage when operated by following the electric load. With the EES
device the size of the engine used in the CHP system was able to be reduced when
compared to the CHP system without the EES. The smaller engine in the CHP-EES
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system ran at higher efficiency and for fewer hours when compared to the standard CHP
with the EES device providing electricity during nonpeak hours. Graditi et al. [52]
investigated the economic feasibility of several battery EES options for use in a time of
use energy cost management system and performed a case study for a public institution in
Italy. A study by Telaretti et al. [53] also considered multiple battery EES options to
determine the economic feasibility for the electricity customer. They performed a
parametric analysis by varying the difference between the high and low electricity prices
and also varying peak demand charges. Mago and Luck [54] studied an ORC and EES
system with using a power generation unit (PGU) as the heat source to determine the
potential for CDE savings and cost reductions for a restaurant in four U.S. cities. They
determined that location had a large effect on cost reduction and CDE savings. For the
four evaluated cities with an optimum sized PGU, all four had the potential for cost
savings and three of the four had possible CDE savings. Warren et al. [55] investigated a
CHP system using ORC-EES with heat supplied by a PGU to evaluate the potential for
cost savings, CDE reduction, PEC savings, and the ACC for a desired payback period for
a restaurant located in twelve U.S. cities.
Solar powered ORCs incorporating thermal energy storage (TES) have also been
studied. In a study by Bhagat and Saha [56], they presented a numerical model on the
transient response of spherical encapsulated phase change materials (PCMs) in order to
remove temperature fluctuations in the heat transfer fluid caused by the variation in
available radiation for a solar powered ORC. Chacartegui et al. [57] analyzed a solar
powered ORC using parabolic trough collectors with a direct TES system and an indirect
TES system. They determined that the indirect TES system had a higher specific
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investment cost but lower levelized energy cost than the direct TES system. The authors
also determined that including a TES system results in a higher investment cost but
reduces the electricity generation costs. Li et al. [58] studied the effect of different
working fluids for a solar powered ORC with a TES system using phase change
materials. In a study by Rodriguez et al. [59] the feasibility of two different TES
technologies, a two tank system and a thermocline system, were investigated for 1 MWe
concentrating solar powered ORC. The authors determined that the two tank system
performed better than the thermocline system, but the thermocline system provides a
significant cost reduction. Ji et al. [60] combined wind and solar power to store energy
and produce electricity using a turbo-generation unit and an ORC. They used a two tank
system to store thermal energy from the solar collector. Patil et al. [61] compared a solar
powered ORC with TES and a solar photovoltaic system with EES based on annual
energy generation, capacity utilization factor, capital cost, levelized cost of electricity,
and energy wasted.
In a study by Hassoun and Dincer [62], an ORC using solar power was modeled
to provide electricity, hot water, heating, and cooling for a net zero energy house in South
Lebanon. In their study, the solar panels supplied hot water to the ORC with ammonia as
the working fluid, hot water tank system, and the absorption chiller system. In addition, a
battery bank was used to supply electricity when necessary during the night or non-sunny
days or electricity was purchased from the grid when the battery bank could not supply
the needed electricity. The authors performed an optimization study on the system using
a genetic algorithm. They determined the present cost of the system with and without
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connection to the grid and determined the overall system efficiency and exergetic
efficiency.
Research Objectives
The main objective of this research is to analyze the performance of a solar
powered ORC on the basis of economic, environmental, and energetic criteria. To
achieve this goal the following objectives have been investigated:
1.

Develop a solar powered ORC model for a basic ORC configuration.
a. Compare system performance for five dry organic fluids: R218,
R227ea, R236ea, R236fa, and RC318.
b. Determine the effect location has on the basic ORC model by
modeling the system in Jackson, MS and Tucson, AZ.
c. Determine the potential for PEC and CDE savings.
d. Determine the available capital cost to implement a basic ORC
system for different payback periods.
e. Perform a parametric analysis to determine the effects of the solar
collector area, ORC high pressure, condenser temperature, and
turbine efficiency on the system performance.

2.

Develop solar powered regenerative ORC (R-ORC) model.
a. Compare a regenerative ORC to a basic ORC using the same five
dry organic fluids: R218, R227ea, R236ea, R236fa, and RC318.
b. Determine the effect location has on the basic ORC model by
modeling the system in Jackson, MS and Tucson, AZ by using
local irradiation data available from local weather data.
c. Compare the potential for PEC and CDE savings for a R-ORC
with a basic ORC.
d. Determine the maximum capital cost available to implement a RORC for a desired payback period.
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e. Perform a parametric analysis to determine the effects of the open
feed organic fluid heater intermediate pressure and turbine
efficiency on the system performance.
3.

Develop solar powered ORC-EES model.
a. Model a solar powered ORC-EES to supply electricity to different
commercial buildings, a full service restaurant, a small office, and
a large office in Tucson, AZ.
b. Determine the potential for PEC and CDE savings for each of the
evaluated buildings.
c. Determine the available capital cost for each of the evaluated
buildings for a desired payback period.
d. Study the effect of solar collector area on the supplied electricity,
battery size, and cost savings for a full service restaurant.
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CHAPTER II
BASIC SOLAR ORC
This chapter presents a model to evaluate the performance of a solar powered
ORC. The system was evaluated in Jackson, MS, using five dry organic working fluids,
R218, R227ea, R236ea, R236fa, and RC318. The purpose of this study is to investigate
how hourly temperature change affects the electricity production and exergy destruction
rates of the solar ORC, and to determine the effect of the working fluid on the proposed
system. The system was also evaluated in in Tucson, AZ to investigate the effect of
average hourly outdoor temperatures on its performance. The potential of the system to
reduce PEC and CDE is also investigated. A parametric analysis to determine how
temperature and pressure of the organic working fluid, the solar collector area, and the
turbine efficiency affects the electricity production is performed.
Solar Powered ORC Model
The model used to simulate the performance of a solar powered ORC is presented
in this section. Figure 2.1 illustrates a schematic of the solar powered ORC used in this
chapter and Fig. 2.2 shows the corresponding T-s diagram for the modeled solar powered
ORC. Four components are typically used in a basic ORC: a pump, an evaporator, a
turbine, and a condenser. The pump increases the pressure of the organic working fluid
before the evaporator, which in this case is the solar collector. The solar collector
transfers heat to the organic working fluid using solar energy. The fluid then enters the
12

turbine at high pressure and temperature and exits at a lower temperature and pressure,
producing power. Finally the organic working fluid enters the condenser where heat is
transferred from the working fluid to a low temperature sink. This condenses the fluid to
a liquid at the initial temperature of fluid as it enters the pump, thus starting the cycle
again. The proposed system was simulated using dry fluids since it has been proven that
they provide better performance than wet fluids for ORC applications [7].

Figure 2.1

Schematic of the proposed solar powered ORC
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Figure 2.2

Temperature-entropy diagram of the proposed system

Process 1-2 (Pump)
The pump power can be expressed as:
̇

𝑊
𝑚̇
(ℎ −ℎ )
𝑊̇𝑝 = 𝜂𝑝𝑠 = 𝑂𝑅𝐶 𝜂 2𝑠 1 = 𝑚̇𝑂𝑅𝐶 (ℎ2 − ℎ1 )
𝑝

where 𝑊̇𝑝𝑠

𝑝

(2.1)

is the ideal power of the pump, 𝑚̇𝑂𝑅𝐶 is the working fluid mass flow rate,

𝜂𝑝 is the pump isentropic efficiency, and h1 , h2s , and h2 are the enthalpies of the organic

working fluid at the inlet, outlet of the pump for the ideal case, and outlet of the pump for
the real case, respectively.
The exergy destruction rate of the pump is given by:
Πp = 𝐸𝑝̇ − (𝐸2̇ − 𝐸1̇ )

(2.2)

where 𝐸2̇ and 𝐸1̇ are the exergy rates at States 2 and 1, 𝐸𝑝̇ is exergy of the pump.
The change in exergy from State 2 to State 1 is:
𝐸2̇ − 𝐸1̇ = 𝑚̇𝑂𝑅𝐶 (ℎ2 − ℎ1 − 𝑇𝑜 (𝑠2 − 𝑠1 ))
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(2.3)

where 𝑇𝑜 , 𝑠2 , and 𝑠2 are the temperature at the dead state (298 K) in this model and the
entropy values at States 2 and 1.
The exergy transfer of the pump is:
𝐸𝑝̇ = 𝑊̇𝑝

(2.4)

Process 2-3 (Solar collector)
This is a constant-pressure transfer of heat process. The solar collector heats the
working fluid at the pump outlet to the turbine inlet condition. The heat transfer rate from
the solar collector into the working fluid is given by:
𝑄𝑒̇ = 𝑄̇𝑖𝑛 = 𝑚̇𝑂𝑅𝐶 (ℎ3 − ℎ2 )

(2.5)

where h3 and h2 are the enthalpies of the organic working fluid at the exit and inlet of the
solar collector, respectively.
In this study a solar panel used for heating water replaced a typical evaporator in
the ORC. Heat from the solar panel was modeled as directly being transferred to the
working fluid in the ORC. Heat transfer rate from the solar collector can also be
determined as:
𝑄̇𝑖𝑛 = 𝜂𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝐼𝐴

(2.6)

where I is the solar irradiation, A is the area of the collector, and 𝜂𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 is the solar
efficiency.
The solar efficiency, 𝜂𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 ,, is determined from an equation provided by the
manufacturer or a third party certification. The efficiency for a solar collector can also be
determined by the following generalized formula:
𝜂𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 = 𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑡 − 𝑚 (
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𝑇𝑖𝑛 −𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏
𝐼

)

(2.7)

where m represents the slope and yin the y-intercept which are dependent on the
manufacturer or a certification provided by a third party. In this chapter values of m =
4.910 W/m2°C and yint = 0.706 were used which were provided from the Solar Rating
and Certification Corporation for an Alternate Energy AE-40 model solar collector [63].
This equation corresponds to the Hottel-Whiller-Bliss equation where:
𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝐹𝑅 𝜏𝛼

(2.8)

𝑚 = 𝐹𝑅 𝑈𝐿

(2.9)

where 𝐹𝑅 is the collector heat removal factor, τ is the transmissivity of the glass cover
plates, α is the absorptivity of the absorber plate, and 𝑈𝐿 is the losses due to conduction
and radiation [64].
The exergy destruction rate of the solar collector is:
Π𝑠 = 𝐸𝑄̇ 𝑖𝑛 − (𝐸3̇ − 𝐸2̇ )

(2.10)

where 𝛦̇3 is the exergy rate at State 3 and 𝐸̇𝑄̇𝑖𝑛 is the exergy due to the heat input to the
solar collector.
The change in exergy across the solar collector from State 3 to State 2 is:
𝛦̇3 − 𝛦̇2 = 𝑚̇𝑂𝑅𝐶 (ℎ3 − ℎ2 − 𝑇𝑜 (𝑠3 − 𝑠2 ))

(2.11)

where s3 is the entropy at State 3.
The solar collector exergy can be estimated as [65]:
4

1 𝑇
4 𝑇
𝐸̇𝑄̇𝑖𝑛 = 𝑄̇𝑖𝑛 (1 + 3 ( 𝑇𝑜 ) − 3 ( 𝑇𝑜 ))

(2.12)

where To is the temperature of the dead state and T is the solar radiation temperature
which is assumed to be 6,000 K [65].
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Process 3-4 (Turbine)
The turbine power is given by:
𝑊̇ 𝑡 = 𝑊̇𝑡𝑠 𝜂𝑡 = 𝑚̇𝑂𝑅𝐶 (ℎ3 − ℎ4𝑠 ) 𝜂𝑡 = 𝑚̇𝑂𝑅𝐶 (ℎ3 − ℎ4 )

(2.13)

where 𝑊̇𝑡𝑠 is the ideal power of the turbine, 𝜂𝑡 is the turbine isentropic efficiency, h4s
and h4 are the enthalpies of the organic working fluid at the outlet of the turbine for the
ideal case and for the real case, respectively.
The turbine exergy destruction rate is:
Π𝑡 = 𝐸3̇ − 𝐸4̇ − 𝐸𝑡̇

(2.14)

The change in exergy from State 3 to State 4 is given by:
𝐸3̇ − 𝐸4̇ = 𝑚̇𝑂𝑅𝐶 (ℎ3 − ℎ4 − 𝑇𝑜 (𝑠3 − 𝑠4 ))

(2.15)

where 𝐸4̇ is the exergy rate at state 4 and s4 is the entropy at state 4.
The turbine exergy is:
𝐸𝑡̇ = 𝑊̇ 𝑡

(2.16)

Process 4-1 (Condenser)
The condenser heat rate can be expressed as:
𝑄𝑐̇ = 𝑄̇𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑚̇𝑂𝑅𝐶 (ℎ1 − ℎ4 )

(2.17)

The exergy destruction rate is given by the following equation:
Πc = 𝐸4̇ − 𝐸1̇ − 𝐸̇𝑄̇𝑐

(2.18)

The exergy change from State 4 to State 1 is:
𝐸4̇ − 𝐸1̇ = 𝑚̇𝑂𝑅𝐶 (ℎ4 − ℎ3 − 𝑇𝑜 (𝑠4 − 𝑠1 ))

(2.19)

The exergy of the condenser is:
𝑇
𝐸̇𝑄̇𝑐 = 𝑄̇𝑐 (1 − 𝑜 )
𝑇𝐿

where TL is the low temperature heat sink which is assumed to be 303 K.
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(2.20)

Net Power
The net power generated by the ORC can be expressed as:
𝑊̇𝑛𝑒𝑡 = 𝑊̇ 𝑡 − 𝑊̇𝑝

(2.21)

Cycle Efficiencies
The thermal efficiency is defined as the ratio between the net power of the cycle
to the heat input rate as follows:
𝜂𝑡ℎ =

𝑊̇𝑛𝑒𝑡
𝑄̇𝑖𝑛

=

(ℎ3−ℎ4)−(ℎ2−ℎ1)
ℎ3−ℎ2

(2.22)

The ORC exergetic efficiency can be expressed as:
𝜂𝑥 =

𝐸̇𝑊̇

𝑛𝑒𝑡

𝐸̇𝑄̇

(2.23)

𝑖𝑛

where 𝐸̇𝑊̇𝑛𝑒𝑡 and 𝐸̇𝑄̇𝑖𝑛 are the exergy of the products and the exergy input to the ORC.
𝐸̇𝑊̇𝑛𝑒𝑡 can be estimated as:
𝐸̇𝑊̇𝑛𝑒𝑡 = 𝑊̇𝑛𝑒𝑡

(2.24)

Component Exergetic Efficiencies
In general the exergetic efficiency for each component is defined as the ratio of
the exergy used to the exergy available. The exergetic efficiency for each component is
listed below:
𝜂𝑥,𝑝 =

𝐸2̇ −𝐸1̇
𝐸𝑝̇

(2.25)

𝜂𝑥,𝑠 =

𝐸3̇ −𝐸2̇
𝐸𝑄̇̇

(2.26)

𝐸𝑡̇

(2.27)

𝑖𝑛

𝜂𝑥,𝑡 = 𝐸 ̇

3 −𝐸4̇

𝜂𝑥,𝑐 =

𝐸𝑄̇ ̇

𝑐

𝐸4̇ −𝐸1̇
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(2.28)

The percentage contribution of each component to the exergy destruction rate can
also be found:
Π𝑝

%Π𝑝 = Π

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

Π𝑠

%Π𝑠 = Π

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

Π𝑡

%Π𝑡 = Π

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

Π𝑐

%Π𝑐 = Π

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

(2.29)
(2.30)
(2.31)
(2.32)

where Π𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the total exergy destruction rate of the system:
Π𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = Π𝑝 + Π𝑠 + Π𝑡 + Π𝑐

(2.33)

Primary Energy Consumption (PEC) Savings
Since the solar energy produced on site would replace electricity purchased from
the grid there is a possibility for PEC savings. This is possible because the conversion
factor for primary energy consumption for on-site solar produced electricity is 1 [66, 67].
The conversion factor for electricity produced by the grid varies with location [27, 68].
The following equation is used in this study to determine the PEC savings:
𝑃𝐸𝐶𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 = 𝑃𝐸𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣 − 𝑃𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑅𝐶 = 𝑊̇𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝐸𝐶𝐹𝑃𝐸𝐶 − 𝑊̇𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑆𝐶𝐹𝑃𝐸𝐶

(2.34)

where 𝑃𝐸𝐶𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 is the primary energy consumption savings, 𝐸𝐶𝐹𝑃𝐸𝐶 is the electricity
conversion factor for primary energy consumption, and 𝑆𝐶𝐹𝑃𝐸𝐶 is the solar conversion
factor for primary energy consumption, which is assumed to be 1 in this study.
Carbon Dioxide Emission (CDE) Reduction
Solar ORCs produce practically zero emissions therefore by reducing the
electricity purchased from the grid, CDE can be reduced. The amount of CDE produced
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from generating electricity from the grid varies by location [69]. For a specific location
the amount of CDE that is reduced from using an on-site solar ORC can be determined by
the following equation:
𝐶𝐷𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝐶𝐷𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 − 𝐶𝐷𝐸𝑂𝑅𝐶 = 𝑊̇𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝐸𝐶𝐹𝐶𝐷𝐸

(2.35)

where 𝐶𝐷𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 is the reduction in CDE and 𝐸𝐶𝐹𝐶𝐷𝐸 is the electricity conversion
factor for carbon dioxide emissions.
Cost Savings and Available Capital Cost
In order to determine the economic viability of the modeled solar powered ORC
the following method has been implemented. In order to estimate the available capital
cost (ACC), the cost savings from the electricity generation needs to be determined as:
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 = 𝑊̇ 𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑒

(2.36)

where 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑒 is the cost of electricity for the selected location. Then, the maximum
available capital cost to achieve a desired payback period is determined by multiplying
the savings by the payback period. This method was used instead of determining the
current price of the components because the prices of the components will change with
time so prices that are valid today may not be in the future. The available capital cost can
be estimated as:
𝐴𝐶𝐶 = 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 (𝑃𝐵𝑃)

(2.37)

where PBP is the desired payback period.
Results and Discussion
The model presented in this chapter was used to simulate the hourly performance
of a solar ORC. The amount of heat transferred from the solar collector depends on the
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solar irradiation and the solar collector’s efficiency both of which vary throughout the
day and throughout the year. A two axis tracking solar collector was modeled so that the
incidence angle throughout the day is zero so that the maximum possible amount of solar
radiation is modeled. In the model presented in this chapter, the states of the organic
working fluid during the ORC will remain the same but the mass flow rate of the working
fluid will change depending on the amount of heat available from the solar collector.
Therefore, the net power produced as well as the heat rejected by the system will also
vary by hour.
This chapter used hourly irradiance data obtained from ASHRAE [70] which is
reported by latitude. The data provided is the maximum hourly radiation on a clear day
for the 21st day of each month. This data was used to create a representative day for each
month of the year. The values for irradiation, which are shown in Table 2.1 for January
and July respectively, were obtained from [70] for 32° North latitude positioned in a
normal direction relative to the solar position. Two locations close to 32° North latitude
were chosen to perform the analysis in this chapter: Jackson, MS and Tucson, AZ. These
two cities were selected to study the effect of ambient temperature on the ORC
performance since they are located in two different climate zones. The average ambient
temperature for the two locations was taken from the National Solar Radiation Data
Base’s typical meteorological year data [71]. The ambient temperature of the locations
affects the solar efficiency which also affects how much heat is transferred to the working
fluid of the ORC.
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Table 2.1

Hourly solar irradiation data
January
Time
6
7
8
9
10
11

6
5
4
3
2
1
12

July
2

Irradiance (kW/m )
0.000
0.003
0.640
0.849
0.931
0.965
0.978

Irradiance
(kW/m2)
0.356
0.640
0.760
0.823
0.855
0.874
0.880

Solar irradiation values for 32° North latitude positioned in a normal direction relative to
the solar position for the month of January and July [70].

Five different dry organic fluids were used in the simulations: R218, R227ea,
R236ea, R236fa, and RC318. For the ORC simulation, the condensing temperature was
assumed to be 30°C and the system high pressure was assumed to be 2 MPa for all the
evaluated fluids. Therefore, the difference between the high and the low pressures in the
ORC system will be different and will depend on the organic fluid selected for each
simulation. This information is presented in Table 2.2. The pump and turbine isentropic
efficiencies were both assumed to be 80%. Because the mass flow rate is changing
hourly depending on the amount of heat available from the solar collector, the
efficiencies of the pump and turbine will not be constant, however, they were assumed
constant to simplify the proposed model. The choice of the working fluid may influence
the efficiency as well. Since the efficiency varies, the effect of turbine efficiency on the
net energy produced and the total exergy destroyed is investigated in the parametric study
later in this chapter. Each fluid enters the pump as a saturated liquid and leaves the solar
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collector as a saturated vapor. Table 2.2 shows the pressure and temperature ranges for
each of the evaluated fluids obtained using REFPROP7 [72].
Table 2.2

Critical pressure [72] and pressure and temperature ranges for each of the
modeled fluids

Fluid

Critical Pressure
(MPa)

Low
Pressure,
Plow
(MPa)

Low
Temperature
(°C)

High
Pressure,
Phigh
(MPa)

High
Temperature
(°C)

High
Pressure
/Low
Pressure

R218
R227ea
R236ea
R236fa
RC318

2.671
2.926
3.502
3.2
2.7775

0.99165
0.52866
0.24437
0.32101
0.36556

30
30
30
30
30

2
2
2
2
2

59.094
83.423
111.65
101.47
98.75

2.02
3.78
8.18
6.23
5.47

System Performance
The ORC thermal and exergy efficiencies are shown in Table 2.3 for each of the
evaluated fluids. Results in this table show that the highest thermal and exergetic
efficiencies were achieved when the ORC uses R236ea, 12.4% and 13.3%, respectively.
On the other hand, the lowest thermal and exergetic efficiencies were achieved when the
ORC uses R218, 5.2% and 5.5%, respectively. Although the efficiencies are low, the
system is beneficial since it takes advantage of solar energy to generate power. R236ea is
the working fluid with the highest pressure ratio (8.18) while R218 is the working fluid
with the lowest pressure ratio (2.02). Therefore, it can be concluded that for the selected
fluids the thermal and exegetic efficiencies are affected by the difference between the
high and low pressure.
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Table 2.3

Thermal efficiencies and 2nd law efficiencies for each of the modeled
fluids.
Fluid
R218
R227ea
R236ea
R236fa
RC318

Cycle Efficiency (%)
5.16
8.81
12.40
11.16
10.10

Exergy Efficiency (%)
5.53
9.44
13.28
11.95
10.82

To study the performance of the proposed solar ORC, the system was evaluated
using four collectors with an area of 3.696 m2 each (Alternate Energy AE-40) located in
Jackson, MS. Figure 2.3 shows the net energy generated by the solar ORC per
representative day for each month for each of the evaluated fluids. Results indicate that
when the ORC uses R236ea it generates the highest net energy for each day during the
month for the whole year. On the other hand, when the ORC uses R218 it shows the
lowest performance among the evaluated fluids. Figure 2.4 depicts the total exergy
destroyed by the ORC per representative day for each month for all of the evaluated
fluids. When the system uses R236ea, less exergy is destroyed per day under the
evaluated conditions. On the other hand, when the system uses R218 more exergy is
destroyed. The results presented in Figures 2.3 and 2.4 clearly indicate that when the
system destroyed less exergy it performs better as indicated by a higher thermal and
exergy efficiencies.
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Figure 2.3

Net energy generated per representative day in Jackson, MS for each of the
modeled fluids

Figure 2.4

Total exergy destroyed per representative day in Jackson, MS for each of
the modeled fluids

The required average mass flow rates for each representative day for the results
presented in Figures 2.3 and 2.4 are shown in Figure 2.5. This figure illustrates that the
average mass flow rate fluctuates within a range for the different months of the year. The
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ORC operating with R218 requires the highest mass flow rate while the ORC operating
with R236ea requires the lowest mass flow rates. The results in Figs. 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5
indicate that R236ea yields the highest net energy with the lowest amount of exergy
destroyed and lowest average mass flow rate. Similarly, R236ea and R218 are the
working fluids with the second lowest and highest volumetric flow rate entering the
turbine, respectively. R236ea also has the lowest pump power required and R218 has the
highest pump power required. Therefore, if the pump cost and the turbine cost are
estimated based on the model proposed by Quoilin et al. [32], R236ea is the working
fluid with the lowest pump and second lowest turbine costs while R218 is the working
fluid with the highest pump and turbine costs.

Figure 2.5

Average mass flow rate for each representative day of the month for each
of the fluids modeled for Jackson, MS

Figure 2.6 depicts the net energy produced per month by each fluid. The net
energy for each month was estimated by the net energy produced in a representative day
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of the month multiplied by the number of days in the month. Results show that R236ea
produced the most net energy each month when compared to the other four fluids studied
while R218 produced the lowest. This figure also illustrates that the solar powered ORC
is able to generate most energy during the spring and summer months having the peak
generation in the month of July for all the evaluated fluids. The total yearly generated
energy for each of the evaluated cases is presented in Table 2.4. The highest net energy
is produced by the ORC using R236ea as the working fluid (3,877 kWh/yr) while the
lowest is produced by the ORC using R218 (1,614 kWh/yr). Figure 2.7 shows the total
exergy destroyed per month for all fluids studied. Similarly, the total exergy destroyed
per month was estimated by multiplying the calculated total exergy destroyed per
representative day of the month by the number of days in the month. Again results show
that R236ea destroys the least amount of exergy while R218 destroys the most. Table 2.4
also presents the total yearly exergy destroyed for each studied fluid. Therefore, it can be
observed how the fluid selection plays a very important role in the ORC performance
since the ORC using R236ea is able to generate 140% more energy than the ORC using
R218 while also showing 8% less exergy destruction.
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Figure 2.6

Net energy generated per month in Jackson, MS for each of the modeled
fluids

Table 2.4

Yearly net energy generated and total exergy destroyed

Fluid
R218
R227ea
R236ea
R236fa
RC318

Net Energy Generated (kWh/yr)
1,614
2,755
3,877
3,488
3,158

Total Exergy Destruction (kWh/yr)
27,091
25,969
24,865
25,248
25,573

Yearly net energy generated and total exergy destroyed by the ORC for each of the
evaluated fluids.
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Figure 2.7

Total exergy destroyed per month in Jackson, MS for each of the modeled
fluids

Table 2.5 lists the percentage of exergy destroyed for each of the devices in the
ORC for all of the evaluated fluids. For each of the fluids the solar collector is the major
contributor to the total exergy destroyed in the solar ORC cycle, ranging from 95.4% to
97.8%. The turbine is the next highest contributor to exergy destruction. For R236ea,
the percent contribution of the solar collector is the lowest of the evaluated fluids while
R218 has the highest solar collector percent contribution.
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Table 2.5

The percent contribution to the exergy destruction rate

Fluid

% Π Pump

% Π Solar

% Π Turbine

% Π Condenser

R218

0.289

97.8

1.78

0.136

R227ea

0.244

96.7

2.79

0.284

R236ea

0.185

95.4

3.78

0.671

R236fa

0.205

95.9

3.47

0.390

RC318

0.237

95.8

3.08

0.879

The percent contribution of each device by the ORC to the exergy destruction rate for
each of the evaluated fluids

The results presented in Figures 2.3 through 2.7 as well as the ones presented in
Tables 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 indicate that R236ea has the highest thermal efficiency, and the
highest exergetic efficiency under the modeled conditions described in Table 2.2. In
addition, R236ea also has the highest energy generated and the lowest amount of exergy
destroyed per day and year and the lowest mass flow rate needed under the evaluated
conditions. Therefore, R236ea is used as the working fluid for the results that are
presented next in this chapter.
To study how the proposed system will perform in different seasons, the solar
ORC system was evaluated in Jackson, MS for January 21st and July 21st using R236ea
as the working fluid. Figures 2.8 and 2.9 shows the hourly variation of the working fluid
mass flow rate, the ORC turbine power, the total ORC exergy destruction rate, and the
solar efficiency for the two selected dates. The results presented in these figures illustrate
that for both months the mass flow rate, the turbine power, and the exergy destruction
rate have a parabolic behavior. All three parameters increase until midday and then
decrease towards the end of the day. For January, the solar efficiency is almost constant
through the day while it slightly increases during the day for the month of July.
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Figure 2.8

Hourly mass flow rate, hourly turbine power, hourly exergy destruction
rate, and hourly solar efficiency in Jackson, MS for January 21st

Figure 2.9

Hourly mass flow rate, hourly turbine power, hourly exergy destruction
rate, and hourly solar efficiency in Jackson, MS July 21st

In order to evaluate the effect of average hourly outdoor temperatures on the ORC
performance, the ORC was modeled in two locations with the same latitude but different
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climate conditions, Jackson, MS and Tucson, AZ. The solar irradiation values are the
same for both cities since they have roughly the same latitude but the average hourly
temperatures vary per location since they are located in different climate zones. Figure
2.10 shows the average mass flow rate for each representative day of the year for both
cities. Tucson typically requires higher mass flow rates with the notable exception for
the month of February. Figure 2.11 compares the net energy and total exergy generated
per month by the ORC in both locations. Tucson generated slightly higher energy and
exergy for each month except for February 21st and July 21st. The total energy
generated in Tucson was about 3,990 kWh/yr which is 2.9% higher than the energy
generated in Jackson, MS.

Figure 2.10

Average mass flow rate for Jackson, MS and Tucson, AZ
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Figure 2.11

The net energy generated and total exergy destroyed per month for
Jackson, MS and Tucson, AZ

Primary Energy Consumption and Carbon Dioxide Emissions
The effects of replacing purchased electricity from the grid with the electricity
generated by the ORC were also investigated. Since the electricity from the ORC is
generated from solar energy on-site the SFCPEC has a value of 1. The conversion factors
for purchased electricity vary from state to state. For the two studied locations, Jackson,
MS and Tucson, AZ the EFC PEC values are 3.14 and 3.06 respectively [68]. Figure 2.12
shows the possible monthly PEC savings for both Jackson and Tucson. The total PEC
savings for Jackson and for Tucson are 8,297 kWh/yr and 8,219 kWh/yr, respectively.
Similarly, by using a solar powered ORC to generate on-site electricity the CDE can be
reduced when compared to purchasing all of the electricity from the grid. Jackson and
Tucson have an ECFCDE value of 0.467 kg/kWh and 0.534 kg/kWh respectively [69].
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The possible CDE monthly savings are presented in Figure 2.13. The total CDE savings
for Jackson and for Tucson are 1,811 kg/yr and 2,132 kg/yr, respectively. Therefore, the
solar powered ORC not only is able to generate power but also reduce the amount of PEC
and CDE as compared with electricity production in a power plant.

Figure 2.12

Monthly PEC savings for Jackson, MS and Tucson, AZ
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Figure 2.13

Monthly CDE savings for Jackson, MS and Tucson, AZ

Available Capital Cost Analysis
The possible economic savings produced by the ORC are investigated by
comparing the chosen working fluids in Jackson and Tucson. Furthermore, the maximum
capital cost was determined for different payback periods for each of the fluids. The
costs of average electricity for Jackson and Tucson are 0.1106 $/kWh and 0.1159 $/kWh,
respectively which were determined using EIA electricity data for residential customers
[73]. Figure 2.14 and Figure 2.15 illustrate the ACC for the five selected fluids in
Jackson and Tucson, respectively. R236ea has the highest available capital cost of the
five evaluated fluids for both locations while R218 has the lowest available capital cost
for both locations. The solar ORC in Tucson has higher ACC values for all fluids when
compared to the solar ORC in Jackson. This can be explained since more electricity is
generated in Tucson which in addition has a slightly higher electricity cost. The ACC for
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R236ea in Tucson given a 10 year payback period is approximately $4,624 versus $4,288
in Jackson given the same payback period.

Figure 2.14

Capital cost constraint for each of the five evaluated fluids for different
payback periods for Jackson, MS
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Figure 2.15

Capital cost constraint for each of the five evaluated fluids for different
payback periods for Tucson, AZ

Parametric Study
A parametric study was performed using R236ea in order to understand how
different parameters affect the overall performance of the proposed solar ORC. The
parameters evaluated in this chapter are: the collector area, the ORC high pressure, the
condenser temperature and the turbine efficiency.
Figure 2.16 shows the effect of the collector area for the months of January and
July in Jackson, MS on the net energy generated, total exergy destroyed, and the required
working fluid mass flow rate. The area for one modeled solar collector, Alternate Energy
AE-40, is 3.696 m2. The results for 1 to 10 collectors are presented in Fig. 2.16. As the
collector area increases the net energy generated, net exergy destroyed, and the average
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mass flow rate required also linearly increase. The results presented in this figure
illustrate that when only one collector is used the energy generated is similar for January
and July. On the other hand, when the collector area increases the difference between the
generated energy increases in July in comparison with January. The total exergy
destroyed and the average mass flow rate have the same trend as the net energy generated
versus the collector area. The thermal and exergetic efficiencies are constant when the
number of solar collectors is changed.

Figure 2.16

The effect of collector area on net energy generated and total exergy
destroyed in a day and mass flow rate for Jackson, MS in January and July

Figure 2.17 presents the effect of the fluid pressure through the solar collector on
the net energy production, total exergy destruction, and average mass flow rate required
for the ORC in Jackson in January and July. The organic working fluid high pressure
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value varies from 0.5 MPa to 3.0 MPa. As the high fluid pressure increases the total
exergy destroyed and the required mass flow rate decrease and net energy generated
increases. The thermal and exergetic efficiencies increase from 9.2% and 9.9%
respectively when the fluid pressure through the solar collector is 1 MPa to 13.7% and
14.6% at a pressure of 3 MPa.

Figure 2.17

The effect of the solar collector pressure on net energy generated and total
exergy destroyed in a day and mass flow rate for Jackson, MS in January
and July

Figure 2.18 shows the effect of condensing temperature change on net energy
produced, total exergy destroyed, and the average mass flow rate required for Jackson in
January and July. The low temperature of the fluid was changed ranging from 30°C to
60°C. The low temperature inversely affects the average mass flow rate, total exergy
destroyed, and the energy generated; as the temperature increases all decrease. The
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thermal and exergetic efficiencies decrease as temperature increases, as well. At 30°C
the thermal and exergetic efficiencies are 12.4% and 13.2% respectively and at 60°C the
efficiencies are 8.2% and 8.8% respectively.

Figure 2.18

The effect of the condensing temperature on the net energy generated and
total exergy destroyed in a day and mass flow rate for Jackson, MS in
January and July

Figure 2.19 depicts the effect of the turbine efficiency of the net energy produced
and the total exergy destroyed for Jackson in January and July. The turbine efficiency
was varied from 50% to 80%. Reducing the turbine efficiency reduces the net energy
produced and slightly raises the total exergy produced. The percent decrease of net
energy produced did not vary from January to July. The percent decrease from reducing
the efficiency from 80% to 70% was 13% for both January and July while the percent
increase of the total exergy destroyed was 2%.
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Figure 2.19

The effect of the turbine efficiency on the net energy generated and the
total exergy destroyed in a day for Jackson, MS in January and July

Conclusions
This chapter presented an hourly solar ORC which was modeled and evaluated in
Jackson, MS and Tucson, AZ, using five different dry organic working fluids to
determine the effect of ambient temperature and working fluid on the system. Hourly
trends were compared for the months of January and July. The possibility for PEC and
CDE savings was also studied when replacing purchased electricity with on-site ORC
generated power. In addition, a parametric analysis was performed to determine the
influence of the organic working fluid temperature and pressure as well as the solar
collector area on the electricity production in the solar ORC. For all of the evaluated
fluids the model showed that the ORC produced the most net power during the spring and
summer months.
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R236ea performed the best of the five fluids studied under the modeled
conditions. It generated the most net energy per year, 3,877 kWh/year, had the highest
thermal efficiency and exergetic efficiency, and had the lowest exergy destruction rate as
well as the lowest average mass flow rate required. R236ea also had the highest capital
cost available as well as the lowest pump power required and the second lowest
volumetric flowrate into the turbine which indicates that R236ea shows the most promise
for economic viability among the selected fluids. Therefore R236ea was the modeled
working fluid for the remainder of the study. While investigating the effect of hourly
irradiation and temperature changes it was determined that the highest net energy
produced and highest total exergy destroyed occurred during the middle of the day when
the solar irradiation was the highest. The mass flow rate followed the same hourly trend
as the net energy produced. These trends were seen in both the months of January and
July. The solar collector efficiency trend, however, differed from January to July. During
January the solar collector efficiency was almost constant but peaked during the middle
of the day. However, in July the solar collector efficiency peaked at the end of the day.
The exergy analysis determined that the solar collector was the highest contributor to the
total exergy destruction.
The solar ORC was modeled in Jackson and Tucson to compare the
performances because the cities have approximately the same latitude. Therefore the
same solar irradiation data was used, but the ambient temperatures for the two cities
differ. In general Tucson had the higher hourly ambient temperatures which affected the
solar collector efficiency. This led to a slightly higher net energy produced for most
months as well as slightly higher average mass flow rates for most months. The amount
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of PEC and carbon dioxide emission savings were evaluated for the two cities as well.
While the ORC in Tucson produced more electricity than in Jackson resulting in less
electricity purchased from the grid, the ORC in Jackson had slightly higher PEC savings,
8,296 kWh versus 8,218 kWh. This is due to the fact that the ECFPEC value was higher in
Jackson than Tucson. The ORC in Tucson had greater carbon dioxide savings than in
Jackson which corresponds to the higher ECFCDE value. Therefore in this case where the
net energy produced is very similar between the two cities, the city with the higher
electricity conversion factor has the possibility for greater savings.
The parametric analysis determined that the solar collector area had a
linear effect on the net energy produced, total exergy destroyed, and the mass flow rate.
As the solar collector pressure increased the net work increased while the total exergy
destroyed and the average mass flow rate decreased, but the effect of the pressure on the
net work, the total exergy destroyed, and average mass flow rate decreases as the pressure
approaches the critical pressure for the fluid. The condensing temperature has an inverse
effect on the net energy produced, the total exergy destroyed, and the mass flow rate.
The months of January and July were compared in the parametric study; the effects of the
solar collector area, solar collector pressure, and condensing temperature were more
pronounced for the month of July. Reducing the turbine efficiency reduced the net
energy produced and slightly increased the total exergy destroyed. Varying the solar
collector pressure and the condensing temperature affected both the thermal and exergetic
efficiencies while the number of solar collectors did not. The highest efficiencies in this
study occur at a high solar collector pressure and a low condensing temperature. The
parametric analysis showed that higher-pressure ratios and temperature ranges increased
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the performance of the modeled solar powered ORC. The performance of the evaluated
fluids corroborates this as well. R236ea, which had the highest-pressure ratio and
temperature range, is the fluid that shows the best performance among the evaluated
fluids under the modeled conditions.
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CHAPTER III
REGENERATIVE SOLAR ORC
A model to evaluate the performance of a solar powered regenerative Organic
Rankine Cycle (R-ORC) using five dry organic fluids: RC318, R227ea, R236ea, R236fa,
and R218, is presented in this chapter. The system is evaluated in two locations in the
U.S.: Jackson, MS and Tucson, AZ. The weather data for each location is used to
determine the heat available from the solar collector that could be used by the R-ORC to
generate power. Results from the R-ORC performance are compared with a basic ORC
using first and second law criteria as well as PEC and carbon dioxide emission (CDE)
savings for both locations. An economic analysis to determine the maximum capital cost
for a desired payback period is presented in this chapter. A parametric analysis is also
performed to study the effect of the turbine efficiency as well as the open feed organic
fluid heater intermediate pressure on the system performance.
System Model
This section describes the model used to evaluate the performance of the solar
powered R-ORC. Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of the evaluated R-ORC and the
associated T-s diagram. As can be seen in Figure 3.1, the system is a direct vapor
generation (DVG), since the organic working fluid is directly heated to the vapor state at
the evaporator [74].
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Figure 3.1

(a) Schematic of modeled solar powered R-ORC; (b) T-s diagram for the
solar powered R-ORC

The organic fluid at State 3 is pumped to State 4 and enters the flat plate solar
collector where heat is transferred to the fluid. The organic working fluid at State 5
enters a two stage turbine, as a saturated vapor, where power is generated. In the first
stage of the turbine, the fluid is expanded to State 6, where a fraction of the organic fluid
is extracted into an open feed organic fluid heater operating at the extraction pressure
(Intermediate pressure). The remainder of the working fluid expands through the second
stage of the turbine to State 7 and then passes through a condenser (State 1). This portion
of the fluid is pumped to the intermediate pressure and introduced into the open feed
organic fluid heater at State 2. For this model, this fluid is then mixed and heated with
the fraction of the fluid that exits the first stage of the turbine so that the working fluid
leaving the open feed organic fluid heater is a saturated liquid at the intermediate
pressure. After the two fluid streams combine, the organic working fluid enters the
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second pump, at State 3, to increase the pressure before entering the solar collector at
State 4 and repeating the cycle. Assumptions for this model include: a constant
irradiation rate for each hour, a steady state system, no pressure losses, the intermediate
pressure is the average of the high and low pressures for each working fluid, and constant
isentropic efficiencies for the pumps and the turbine. In the model presented in this
chapter dry organic fluids are used since the saturated vapor curve has a negative slope
which has been proven to provide improved results versus fluids that have a positive
slope for the saturated vapor curve (wet fluids) [7].
Pump 1 (Process 1–2)
The pump power can be determined as:
̇

𝑊𝑝1𝑠
𝑚̇ (1−𝑋)(ℎ1−ℎ2𝑠 )
𝑊̇𝑝1 = 𝜂 = 5
= 𝑚̇5 (1 − 𝑋)(ℎ1 − ℎ2 )
𝜂
𝑝1

𝑝1

(3.1)

where 𝑊̇𝑝1𝑠 is the ideal power of Pump 1, 𝜂𝑝1 is the isentropic efficiency of Pump 1, 𝑚̇5
is the mass flow rate of the working fluid at State 5, X is the fraction of the extracted fluid
from the first stage of the turbine, and h1, h2s, and h2 are the enthalpy values of the
working fluid at the pump inlet, the ideal enthalpy value at the pump exit, and the actual
value at the pump exit, respectively.
The exergy destruction rate for Pump 1 is:
𝛱𝑝1 = 𝐸̇𝑝1 − (𝐸̇2 − 𝐸̇1 )

(3.2)

where 𝐸̇𝑝1 is the pump exergy rate and 𝐸̇2 and 𝐸̇1 are the exergy rates for State 2 and
State 1, respectively.
The exergy rate of Pump 1 is given by:
𝐸̇𝑝1 = 𝑊̇𝑝1
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(3.3)

The exergy rate change from State 1 to State 2 can be estimated as:
𝐸̇2 − 𝐸̇1 = 𝑚̇5 (1 − 𝑋)(ℎ2 − ℎ1 − 𝑇𝑜 (𝑠2 − 𝑠1 ))

(3.4)

where To, s1, and s2 are the temperature at the dead state (298 K), and entropy values of
the working fluid for States 1 and 2, respectively.
Pump 2 (Process 3–4)
The power required for Pump 2 is given by:
̇

𝑊
𝑚̇ (ℎ −ℎ )
𝑊̇𝑝2 = 𝜂𝑝2𝑠 = 5 𝜂3 4𝑠 = 𝑚̇5 (ℎ3 − ℎ4 )
𝑝2

𝑝2

(3.5)

where 𝑊̇𝑝2𝑠 is the ideal power of Pump 2, 𝜂𝑝2 is the isentropic efficiency of Pump 2, and
h3 and h4 are the enthalpy values of the working fluid at State 3 and 4, which are the inlet
and outlet of Pump 2, respectively.
The exergy destruction rate for Pump 2 can be determined as:
𝛱𝑝2 = 𝐸̇𝑝2 − (𝐸̇4 − 𝐸̇3 )

(3.6)

where 𝐸̇𝑝2 is the exergy rate of Pump 2 and 𝐸̇4 and 𝐸̇3 are the exergy rates for State 4 and
State 3, respectively.
The exergy rate of Pump 2 is given by:
𝐸̇𝑝2 = 𝑊̇𝑝2

(3.7)

The change in exergy rate between States 4 and 3 is:
𝐸̇4 − 𝐸̇3 = 𝑚̇5 (ℎ4 − ℎ3 − 𝑇𝑜 (𝑠4 − 𝑠3 ))

(3.8)

where s4 and s3 are the entropy values of the working fluid at States 4 and 3, respectively.
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Solar Collector (Process 4–5)
This is an isobaric process where heat is supplied to the organic working fluid
before the turbine inlet after the fluid exits the second pump. The flat plate solar
collector replaces the evaporator in a typical R-ORC. The solar collector heat transfer
rate into the working fluid follows:
𝑄̇𝑖𝑛 = 𝑚̇5 (ℎ5 − ℎ4 )

(3.9)

where h5 is the enthalpy of the working fluid at the exit of the solar collector.
The heat transfer rate from the solar collector can also be expressed as a function
of irradiation and the solar collector efficiency. Equations 2.6 – 2.9 in chapter 2 show
how heat transfer is related to irradiation and solar collector efficiency as well as how the
equation for solar collector efficiency corresponds to the Hottel-Whiller-Bliss equation.
The values for 𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑡 and m where determined from a third party certification. In the
proposed model, the values are m = 4.910 W/m2·°C and yint = 0.706 [63].
The irradiation values can be determined using the following equation:
𝐼𝑡 = 𝐼𝐷𝑁 cos 𝜃 + 𝐼𝑑𝐻 (

1+cos 𝛴
2

) + 𝐼𝑡𝐻 𝜌 (

1−cos 𝛴
2

)

(3.10)

where It is the total irradiation, IDN is the direct normal irradiation, θ is the incidence
angle, IdH is the diffuse horizontal irradiation, Σ is the surface tilt angle, ItH is the total
horizontal irradiation, and ρ is the ground reflectance. Direct normal irradiation, diffuse
horizontal irradiation, and total horizontal irradiation can be found in TMY3 data from
the National Renewable Energy Laboratory [71]. The value for ground reflectance used
in the chapter is 0.2 which was taken from literature [75]. The incidence angle and
surface tilt angle are dependent on the solar collector configuration (placement). In this
study the solar collectors were modeled to be 2 axis tracking solar collectors. This gives
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the maximum solar irradiation. A two axis tracking system maintains the incidence angle
at zero. The two axis tracking system leads to the following surface tilt equation:
(3.11)

𝛴 = 90 − 𝛽
where β is the solar altitude which is given by [75]:
𝛽 = sin−1 (cos 𝐿 cos 𝛿 cos 𝐻 + sin 𝐿 sin 𝛿 )

(3.12)

where L is latitude, δ is declination, and H is the hour angle. Declination can be found by
using the following equation [76]:
𝛿 = 23.45 sin (360

284+𝑛
365

)

(3.13)

where n is the day of the year.
The exergy destruction rate of the solar collector is:
𝛱𝑠 = 𝐸̇𝑄̇𝑠 − (𝐸̇5 − 𝐸̇4 )

(3.14)

where 𝐸̇𝑄̇𝑠 is the exergy rate due to the heat input to the solar collector and 𝐸̇5 is the
exergy rate of State 5.
The change in exergy rate across the solar collector is found by:
𝐸̇5 − 𝐸̇4 = 𝑚̇5 (ℎ5 − ℎ4 − 𝑇𝑜 (𝑠5 − 𝑠4 ))

(3.15)

where s5 is the entropy of the working fluid at the collector exit.
The exergy rate of the solar collector can be estimated using Equation 2.12 and
assuming the solar radiation temperature is 6000K [65].
Turbine (Process 5–6, 7)
The power of the two stage turbine is determined by:
𝑊̇𝑡 = 𝜂𝑡 𝑊̇𝑡𝑠 = 𝜂𝑡 𝑚̇5 (ℎ5 − ℎ7𝑠 + 𝑋(ℎ7𝑠 − ℎ6𝑠 )) = 𝑚̇5 (ℎ5 − ℎ7 + 𝑋(ℎ7 − ℎ6 )) (3.16)
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where 𝑊̇𝑡𝑠 is the power of the ideal turbine, 𝜂𝑡 is the turbine isentropic efficiency, h6 and
h6s are the enthalpies of the working fluid for the exit of the first stage of the turbine for
the real and ideal cases respectively, and h7 and h7s are the enthalpies of the working fluid
of the outlet of the second stage of the turbine for the real and ideal cases, respectively.
The exergy destruction rate of the turbine is expressed as:
𝛱𝑡 = 𝐸̇5 − 𝐸̇6 − 𝐸̇7 − 𝐸̇𝑡

(3.17)

where 𝐸̇𝑡 is the exergy rate of the turbine and 𝐸̇6 and 𝐸̇7 are the exergy rates for
State 6 and State 7, respectively.
The change in exergy rates from the inlet to the outlets of the turbine is:
𝐸̇5 − 𝐸̇6 − 𝐸̇7 = 𝑚̇5 [(ℎ5 − ℎ7 ) − 𝑋 (ℎ6 − ℎ7 ) − 𝑇𝑜 ((𝑠5 − 𝑠7 ) − 𝑋(𝑠6 − 𝑠7 ))](3.18)
where s6 and s7 are the entropy values at State 6 and 7, respectively.
The turbine exergy rate is given by Equation 2.16.
Open feed organic fluid heater (Process 6–2, 3)
The extraction fraction is defined as:
ℎ −ℎ

𝑚̇

𝑋 = ℎ3−ℎ2 = 𝑚̇6
6

2

5

(3.19)

where 𝑚̇6 is the mass flow rate of the working fluid at the exit of the first stage of the
turbine.
The open feed organic fluid heater exergy destruction rate is determined by:
𝛱𝑓 = 𝐸̇6 + 𝐸̇2 − 𝐸̇3

(3.20)

The exergy balance is:
𝐸̇6 + 𝐸̇2 − 𝐸̇3 = 𝑚̇5 [(ℎ2 − ℎ3 ) − 𝑋 (ℎ2 − ℎ6 ) − 𝑇𝑜 ((𝑠2 − 𝑠3 ) − 𝑋(𝑠2 − 𝑠6 ))](3.21)
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Condenser (Process 7–1)
The heat transfer rate leaving the condenser follows:
𝑄̇𝑐 = (1 − 𝑋)𝑚̇5 (ℎ1 − ℎ7 )

(3.22)

The exergy destruction rate of the condenser is:
𝛱𝑐 = 𝐸̇7 − 𝐸̇1 − 𝐸̇𝑄̇𝑐

(3.23)

where 𝐸̇𝑄̇𝑐 is the exergy rate of the condenser.
The exergy balance across the condenser is given by:
𝐸̇7 − 𝐸̇1 = 𝑚̇5 (1 − 𝑋)(ℎ7 − ℎ1 − 𝑇𝑜 (𝑠7 − 𝑠1 ))

(3.24)

The exergy rate of the condenser is given by Equation 2.20 where the low
temperature heat sink temperature is assumed to be 303 K.
R-ORC Net Power
The equation for the net power of the R-ORC is:
̇ − 𝑊𝑝2
̇
𝑊̇𝑛𝑒𝑡 = 𝑊̇ 𝑡 − 𝑊𝑝1

(3.25)

R-ORC Efficiencies:
The R-ORC thermal efficiency and R-ORC exergetic efficiency can be expressed
as:
𝜂𝐼 =
𝜂𝐼𝐼 =

𝑊̇𝑛𝑒𝑡
𝑄̇𝑖𝑛
𝐸̇𝑊̇

=

𝑛𝑒𝑡

𝐸̇𝑄̇

𝑖𝑛

(ℎ5 −ℎ7 +𝑋(ℎ7−ℎ6 ))−(1−𝑋)(ℎ2−ℎ1 )−(ℎ4 −ℎ3 )

=

(ℎ5 −ℎ4 )
(ℎ5−ℎ7 +𝑋(ℎ7−ℎ6 ))−(1−𝑋)(ℎ2 −ℎ1 )−(ℎ4−ℎ3 )
4 4 𝑇
1 𝑇
(ℎ5−ℎ4 )(1− ( 𝑜⁄𝑇 ) − ( 𝑜⁄𝑇 ))
3
3

(3.26)
(3.27)

where 𝐸̇𝑊̇𝑛𝑒𝑡 and 𝐸̇𝑄̇𝑖𝑛 are the exergy of the products and the exergy input to the ORC.
𝐸̇𝑊̇𝑛𝑒𝑡 can be estimated from Equation 2.24.
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R-ORC Component Exergetic Efficiencies
The exergetic efficiency of each component of the R-ORC can be found by
defining exergetic efficiency as the used exergy divided by the available exergy for each
component. Equations 3.28 through 3.33 define each component’s exergetic efficiency:
𝜂𝑥,𝑝1 =

𝐸2̇ −𝐸1̇
̇
𝐸𝑝1

(3.28)

𝜂𝑥,𝑝2 =

𝐸4̇ −𝐸3̇
̇
𝐸𝑝2

(3.29)

𝐸5̇ −𝐸4̇
𝐸 ̇̇

(3.30)

𝐸𝑡̇
5 −𝐸6̇ −𝐸7̇

(3.31)

𝜂𝑥,𝑠 =

𝑄𝑖𝑛

𝜂𝑥,𝑡 = 𝐸 ̇

𝐸̇

3
𝜂𝑥,𝑓 = 𝐸 ̇ +𝐸
̇
2

6

𝐸𝑄̇̇

𝑐

𝜂𝑥,𝑐 = 𝐸 ̇

7 −𝐸1̇

(3.32)
(3.33)

The contribution of each component to the total exergy destruction rate of the RORC can be estimated as:
%Π𝑖 = Π

Π𝑖

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

(3.34)

where Πi represents the exergy destruction for each component and Πtotal is the total
exergy destruction rate of the R-ORC system:
Π𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = Π𝑝1 + Π𝑝2 + Π𝑠 + Π𝑡 + Π𝑓 + Π𝑐

(3.35)

Primary Energy Consumption (PEC) Savings
Generating electricity on site using solar energy instead of purchasing electricity
from the grid results in PEC savings and can be estimated by subtracting the PEC from
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the R-ORC (𝑃𝐸𝐶𝑅−𝑂𝑅𝐶 ) from the PEC from the conventional system (𝑃𝐸𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣 ) using
Equation 2.34.
Carbon Dioxide Emission (CDE) Savings
Since the R-ORC utilizes solar energy, there are no CDE associated with the
electricity generation. This results in CDE savings when compared to purchasing
electricity from the grid. The CDE savings can be found by subtracting the CDE from
the R-ORC (𝐶𝐷𝐸𝑅−𝑂𝑅𝐶 = 0) from the CDE from the conventional system 𝐶𝐷𝐸𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣 ) as
presented by Equation 2.35.
Cost Savings and Available Capital Cost
Available yearly capital cost (ACC) is a means to determine the maximum capital
cost for a given payback period based on the cost of purchased electricity from the grid.
It is based on the purchased electricity savings that result from using the solar powered
R-ORC to generate electricity. The available capital cost can indicate the feasibility of
implementing a solar powered ORC for a specific location. Equation 2.36 and the
following equation determine the cost savings and maximum capital cost available
depending on the desired payback period:
𝐴𝐶𝐶 = ∑𝑃𝐵𝑃 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠

(3.36)

The cost of electricity found in Equation 2.36 is forecasted in order to calculate the ACC
and is calculated by plotting the average retail price of residential electricity from 2004 to
2015 [77] and performing a linear regression to estimate the future average retail price.
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Results and Discussion
The model described in the previous section was employed to simulate an hourly
solar powered R-ORC in Jackson, MS and Tucson, AZ. The solar collector was modeled
as a two axis tracking collector, so that the maximum irradiation values would be used.
The hourly irradiation and ambient temperature data that was used to determine the solar
collector efficiency and the heat transferred from the solar collector was found from
TMY3 data for both locations selected for this study. Jackson and Tucson were chosen
because they are at approximately the same latitude but are in different climate zones.
Figure 3.2 depicts the yearly irradiation data used for both Jackson, MS and Tucson, AZ
calculated from TMY3 weather data. Figure 3.2 illustrates that Tucson receives more
irradiation than Jackson throughout the year. Tucson also had in general higher ambient
temperatures which affected the solar collector efficiency.

Figure 3.2

Yearly irradiation data for Jackson, MS and Tucson, AZ calculated from
TMY3 weather data [71]
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Five dry organic working fluids were used in this chapter: R236ea, R236fa,
RC318, R227ea, and R218. As mentioned before, in this study, the state of the working
fluid was assumed to be fixed as a saturated vapor as the fluid leaves the solar collector;
therefore, the maximum available energy from the solar collector was harvested by
changing the mass flow rate of the working fluid. Thus the changing irradiation values
and ambient temperatures affected the amount of power generated by the R-ORC. In
addition, for each of the selected fluids, the fluid entering both pumps was assumed to be
saturated liquid. For all fluids, the condensing temperature was assumed to be 30 °C, the
solar collector pressure was 2 MPa, and the pressure of the open feed organic fluid heater
was set as the average pressure between the solar collector and the condenser. The pump
and turbine isentropic efficiencies were assumed to be 80%. Since the mass flow rate of
the organic working fluid changes depending on the amount of irradiation from the solar
collector, the efficiencies of the pump and turbine will vary during the process, however,
they were assumed constant to simplify the proposed model. To account for this, the
effect of turbine efficiency on the net energy produced and the total exergy destroyed is
investigated in a parametric study presented later in this chapter. The pressure and
temperature ranges for each fluid are given in Table 3.1 [72].
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Table 3.1
Fluid
RC318
R236fa
R236ea
R227ea
R218

Critical pressure and pressure and temperature ranges
Critical
Pressure
(MPa)
2.7775
3.2
3.502
2.926
2.671

Low Pressure
(MPa)
0.3656
0.3210
0.2444
0.5287
0.9917

Low
Temperature
(°C)
30
30
30
30
30

Intermediate
Pressure (MPa)
1.1828
1.1605
1.1222
1.2643
1.4958

High
Pressure
(MPa)
2
2
2
2
2

High Temperature
(°C)
98.75
101.47
111.65
83.423
59.094

Critical pressure [72] and pressure and temperature ranges for each of the evaluated
fluids

System Performance
The R-ORC was compared with a basic ORC using the same weather data and
locations for each of the five evaluated fluids. Table 3.2 presents the thermal and
exergetic efficiencies for each fluid for both the R-ORC and basic ORC. For all of the
evaluated fluids, the R-ORC had higher thermal and exergetic efficiencies than the basic
ORC when both systems operated using the same working fluid. In Table 3.3, the net
energy generated and total exergy destroyed are presented for the five fluids in both the
R-ORC and basic ORC. The R-ORC model was able to generate more net energy and
had less total exergy destruction than the modeled basic ORC for each of the evaluated
fluids. Among all the evaluated fluids, R236ea performed the best under the modeled
conditions for both the R-ORC and basic ORC with respect to the thermal and exergetic
efficiencies, the net energy produced, and the total exergy destroyed. To study the
performance of the proposed solar R-ORC, the system was evaluated using four
collectors with an area of 3.696 m2 each. Under the modeled conditions, the R-ORC
using R236ea as the working fluid produced 2852 kWh/year in Jackson, MS. The R-ORC
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using R236fa as the working fluid had slightly higher efficiencies, higher net energy
produced, and lower total exergy destroyed than the basic ORC with R236ea as the
working fluid. Whereas the remaining fluids performed worse than R236ea in the basic
ORC regardless of the chosen cycle under the modeled conditions. RC318 had the largest
percent increase, 13.27%, of net energy produced per year, and R236ea had the largest
percent decrease, 1.84%, of total exergy destruction per year when comparing the R-ORC
to the basic ORC.

Table 3.2

Thermal and exergetic efficiencies

Fluid
RC318
R236fa
R236ea
R227ea
R218

Thermal Efficiency (%)
Basic ORC
R-ORC
10.10
11.44
11.16
12.50
12.40
13.89
8.81
9.86
5.16
5.65

Exergy Efficiency (%)
Basic ORC
R-ORC
10.82
12.25
11.95
13.39
13.28
14.87
9.44
10.56
5.53
6.05

Thermal and exergetic efficiencies for each of the evaluated fluids in both the basic ORC
and R-ORC

Table 3.3

Fluid
RC318
R236fa
R236ea
R227ea
R218

Net energy produced and total exergy destroyed
Net Energy Produced (kWh/Year)
Basic ORC
R-ORC
% Increase
2074
2349
13.27
2291
2567
12.07
2546
2852
12.01
1809
2024
11.88
1060
1160
9.42

Total Exergy Destroyed (kWh/Year)
Basic ORC
R-ORC
% Decrease
16,796
16,525
1.61
16,583
16,311
1.64
16,331
16,031
1.84
17,056
16,845
1.24
17,794
17,695
0.55

The net energy produced and total exergy destroyed for each of the evaluated fluids for
the basic ORC and R-ORC.
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Table 3.4 shows the percent contribution to the total exergy destruction rate for
each of the components in the R-ORC for each of the evaluated fluids. The solar
collector had the highest percentage contribution to the exergy destruction rate for all of
the evaluated fluids. R236ea had the lowest percentage contribution for the solar
collector among the evaluated fluids with a value of 91.76%. The turbine had the next
highest percent contribution to the total exergy destruction rate with a range of 4.22% to
1.95% for the evaluated fluids. R236ea had the highest percent contribution for the
turbine at 4.22%. The open feed organic fluid heater was the third largest contributor to
the total exergy destruction rate with a percentage range of 3.12% to 0.67% for the
evaluated fluids. Again R236ea had the highest percent contribution for the open feed
organic fluid heater among the evaluated fluids.

Table 3.4

Fluid
RC318
R236fa
R236ea
R227ea
R218

Percentage of contribution for each device to the total exergy destruction
rate for the R-ORC

Π Pump1 (%) Π Pump2 (%) Π Solar (%)
0.13
0.10
0.09
0.11
0.12

0.22
0.16
0.15
0.16
0.22

92.54
92.85
91.76
94.67
96.87

Π Turbine
Π Open Feed Organic
Π Condenser (%)
(%)
Fluid Heater (%)
3.56
0.86
2.69
3.89
0.37
2.63
4.22
0.66
3.12
3.11
0.29
1.67
1.95
0.16
0.67

Since R236ea performed the best of the evaluated fluids under the modeled
conditions, it is used as the organic working fluid for the remainder results presented in
this chapter. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 compare the basic ORC versus the R-ORC over the
course of a year in Jackson, MS. The R-ORC produced more net energy and slightly less
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total exergy destruction per month than the basic ORC. The R236ea R-ORC produced
2852 kWh/year of net energy and destroyed 16,301 kWh/year of exergy while the
R236ea basic ORC generated 2546 kWh/year of net energy and destroyed 16,331
kWh/year of exergy resulting in a 12.01% increase of net energy production and a 1.84%
reduction of total exergy destruction.

Figure 3.3

Net energy produced per month in Jackson, MS for the basic ORC and RORC configurations using R236ea as the working fluid
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Figure 3.4

Total exergy destroyed per month in Jackson, MS for the basic ORC and
R-ORC using R236ea as the working fluid

Furthermore, the R-ORC was evaluated in Tucson, AZ and the results compared
with those presented in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 for Jackson, MS. In Figure 3.5, the net
energy produced and total exergy destroyed are compared for Jackson and Tucson. Since
there was more solar irradiation in Tucson, the net energy produced and total exergy
destruction was higher in Tucson when compared to Jackson. The increase in both net
energy production and total exergy destruction was more pronounced in the summer
months. The net energy generated per year for Tucson, AZ was 4162 kWh/year which
was 46% increase from the net energy produced in Jackson, MS.
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Figure 3.5

Net energy produced and total exergy destroyed in Jackson, MS and
Tucson, AZ by the R-ORC using R236ea as the working fluid

Primary Energy Consumption and Carbon Dioxide Emissions
The effect of replacing electricity purchased from the grid with electricity
generated using solar power on the PEC and CDE was also investigated. Producing
electricity from solar power has the potential for PEC and CDE savings as compared to
purchasing electricity form the utility grid. Table 3.5 presents the site-to-source
conversion factor for electricity (grid purchase) for Jackson, MS and Tucson, AZ, the
site-to-source conversion factor for electricity (solar), and the CDE factor for electricity
for both locations.
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Table 3.5

Site-to-source conversion factor for electricity and carbon dioxide
emissions factor for electricity
ECFPEC (Jackson, MS) [68]
ECFPEC (Tucson, AZ) [68]
SCFPEC [66]
ECFCDE (Jackson, MS) [69]
ECFCDE (Tucson, AZ) [69]

3.14 kWh/kWh
3.06 kWh/kWh
1 kWh/kWh
0.467 kg/kWh
0.534 kg/kWh

Figure 3.6 presents the PEC savings for both the R-ORC and basic ORC in
Jackson, MS and Tucson, AZ. The PEC savings were higher in Tucson, AZ regardless of
which cycle is used than Jackson, MS even though the ECFPEC was slightly higher in
Jackson. The higher savings in Tucson can be contributed from the higher amount of net
energy produced by the ORC due to the increased solar irradiation available and the
decreased amount of electricity purchased from the grid. The R-ORC produced more
PEC savings than the basic ORC for each location because there was an increase in
electricity produced in the R-ORC compared to the basic ORC. The yearly PEC savings
for the R-ORC in Jackson and Tucson were 6,104 kWh/year and 8,574 kWh/year,
respectively.
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Figure 3.6

PEC savings from the basic ORC and R-ORC in Jackson, MS and Tucson,
AZ using R236ea as the working fluid

Implementing a solar powered R-ORC also has the potential of reducing the CDE
since the R-ORC emits practically zero CDE. Figure 3.7 presents the CDE savings for
the basic ORC and R-ORC in Jackson and Tucson. As with the PEC savings, the
possible CDE savings were higher in Tucson, AZ versus Jackson, MS. The R-ORC also
produced more potential CDE savings than the basic ORC. The possible yearly CDE
savings for the R-ORC in Jackson and Tucson were 1,332 kg/year and 2,224 kg/year,
respectively. The reason that more CDE savings are obtained in Tucson, AZ is that the
carbon dioxide emission factor for electricity is higher in this location which indicates
that higher carbon content is present in the flue mix used to generate electricity in that
area.
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Figure 3.7

CDE savings from the basic ORC and R-ORC in Jackson, MS and Tucson,
AZ using R236ea as the working fluid

Available Capital Cost
Available Capital Cost (ACC) determines the maximum capital cost for a given
payback period based on the cost saving potential from grid electricity price. The ACC
for the proposed system is shown in Figure 3.8 for a payback period ranging from 1 to 10
years. The ACC values were determined based on the current and forecasted national
average purchased electricity cost until 2025. The predicted national average for 2016 is
0.13 $/kWh and for 2025 is 0.16 $/kWh. Applying these predicted electricity costs
resulted in ACCs of $4,198 for Jackson, MS and $6,127 for Tucson, AZ given a 10 year
payback period. Tucson had a higher ACC because the modeled R-ORC produced more
electricity in Tucson than in Jackson. This indicates that for the R-ORC to have a
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payback period of less than 10 years in Tucson the capital cost must be less than $6,127
based on an increasing national average electricity purchase price.

Figure 3.8

Available capital cost for Jackson, MS and Tucson, AZ

Available capital cost for Jackson, MS and Tucson, AZ for a payback period of up to ten
years using a forecasted national average electricity price using R236ea as the working
fluid.

Parametric Analysis
The effect of the intermediate pressure (extraction pressure) and the turbine
efficiency on the net energy produced, the total exergy destroyed, and the system mass
flow rate was investigated. Figure 3.9 shows the effect of the intermediate pressure on
the net energy produced, total exergy destroyed, and the average mass flow rate for the
months of January and July when the intermediate pressure varies from 0.3 MPa to 1.9
MPa. The net energy produced, total exergy destroyed, and average mass flow rate were
higher in the month of July compared to those in January. The average mass flow rates
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for both January and July increased as the intermediate pressure increased. The
maximum net energy produced and the minimum exergy destroyed occurred at the same
intermediate pressure value of 0.75 MPa. Changing the turbine efficiency only affected
the net energy produced and the total exergy destroyed. The effect of the turbine
efficiency on the net energy produced and the total exergy destroyed for the months of
January and July is displayed in Figure 3.10. The efficiency of the turbine was varied
from 50% to 80%. As the turbine efficiency increased, the net energy increased and the
total exergy destroyed decreased slightly. The percent increase of net energy produced
did not change for the months of January and July. Likewise, the percent decrease of the
total exergy destroyed did not change for January and July. As the turbine efficiency
increased from 70% to 80%, the percent increase of net energy produced was 15%, and
the percent decrease of exergy destruction was 2.2%.
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Figure 3.9

The effect of intermediate pressure on the net energy produced, total
exergy destroyed, and average mass flow rate for January and July in
Jackson, MS
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Figure 3.10

The effect of turbine efficiency on net energy produced and total exergy
destroyed for January and July in Jackson, MS

Conclusions
A solar powered R-ORC was investigated in this study using five dry organic
fluids. The solar panels for the ORC were modeled as two axis tracking panels, and the
system performance of the R-ORC and basic ORC was evaluated for Jackson, MS and
Tucson, AZ. The R-ORC was compared to the basic ORC in terms thermal and exegetic
efficiencies as well as PEC and CDE savings for both locations.
RC318, R227ea, R236ea, R236fa, and R218 were the fluids selected in this study.
Of the evaluated fluids R236ea performed the best under the modeled conditions.
R236ea produced the most net energy and destroyed the least amount of total exergy.
R236ea also had the highest thermal and exergetic efficiencies. The basic ORC and the
R-ORC were compared for each of the five fluids. For all of the fluids the R-ORC had
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higher efficiencies, produced more energy, and destroyed less total exergy than the basic
ORC using the same fluid. The fluid that saw the largest percent increase of net energy
produced was RC318 with a 13.3% increase from the basic ORC net energy output. The
fluid that had the largest percent decrease of the exergy destruction rate was R236ea with
a 1.84% decrease when compared with the basic ORC.
The R-ORC was modeled in Jackson, MS and Tucson, AZ to see the effect of
climates on the ORC. From local weather data it was determined that Tucson received
higher irradiation than Jackson. This resulted in a higher production of net energy and
total exergy destroyed. Because there was more net energy produced in Tucson than
Jackson, there was a larger potential for PEC and CDE savings in Tucson, AZ. The
potential for PEC and CDE savings was higher for the R-ORC than the basic ORC. The
ACC based on increasing average electricity costs and a payback period was also
investigated for the two cities. Tucson had higher ACCs than Jackson since the
electricity production from the solar powered ORC was higher in Tucson.
A parametric analysis of the R-ORC was performed to determine the effect of the
intermediate pressure and the turbine efficiency. As the intermediate pressure increased,
the mass flow rate of the R-ORC increased. A maximum amount of energy production
and minimum amount of exergy destruction occurred when the intermediate pressure was
0.75 MPa. As the turbine efficiency increased, the net energy produced increased while
the total exergy destroyed decreased.
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CHAPTER IV
ORC with Electric Energy Storage
This chapter presents an analysis to determine the economic, energetic, and
environmental benefits that can be obtained from the implementation of a combined
solar-power organic Rankine cycle (ORC) with an electric energy storage (EES) device
to supply electricity to commercial buildings. A large office, small office, and full
service restaurant were modeled using EnergyPlus simulation software with the size of
the ORC-EES system varying with the electricity needs for each building. The
operational strategy for the ORC-EES system is that the ORC charges the EES while
there is sufficient irradiation to generate power and the EES provides electricity to the
building when there is not irradiation. The ORC-EES system was evaluated for each of
the simulation buildings on the percent of supplied electricity, the potential for PEC
reduction, carbon dioxide emission (CDE) reduction, and cost savings. The available
capital cost (ACC) for a variable payback period for the ORC-EES system was also
determined for each of the evaluated buildings. The effect of the number of solar
collectors on the electricity supplied by the ORC-EES is also studied.
System Model
The model presented in this chapter is an hourly model for a solar powered ORC
using R236ea, a dry fluid, as the working fluid which charges an EES device to supply
electricity to a building located in Tucson, AZ. The EES device (battery) is discharged
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according to the electricity requirements for the selected buildings. The ORC-EES is
modeled as charging when there is adequate solar irradiation to power the ORC and then
the battery is discharged when there is insufficient radiation to generate power which is
primarily during the night. The ORC-EES is sized so that the battery fully discharges
every night. The number of solar collectors and the battery size was determined so that
the battery fully discharged during the night for the building’s design day. The electricity
requirement for the building was determined using EnergyPlus [78]. To determine the
performance of the proposed ORC-EES, the PEC, CDE, and operational cost using the
ORC-EES were compared with a conventional system for the evaluated buildings.
A schematic of the ORC-EES is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The working fluid at
State 1 is pumped to the cycle high pressure at State 2. The working fluid then enters the
flat plate solar collector where heat is transferred to the working fluid before entering the
turbine at State 3. The power that is generated in the turbine is transferred to the EES
device. The working fluid exits the turbine (State 4) and enters the condenser where heat
is rejected so that the working fluid returns to State 1 to start the cycle again. The power
generated in the ORC is transferred to the electric energy storage device where it is stored
until there is no longer sufficient radiation to generate power in the ORC. The energy is
then discharged from the EES device per the building’s electricity requirements.
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Figure 4.1

Schematic of the ORC-EES model

ORC Model
The hourly pump (Process 1 – 2) power is determined from Equation 2.1. For the
solar collector (Process 2 – 3), the hourly mass flow rate can be determined from
Equation 2.5. The solar collector is treated as an isobaric process where heat is added to
the working fluid before the turbine inlet. The solar collector replaces the evaporator in a
traditional ORC system. The working fluid was assumed to be a saturated vapor at 2
MPa, the high pressure value of the working fluid, when it leaves the solar collector
(State 3). The hourly heat transfer rate to the solar collector is determined using
Equations 2.6 – 2.9. The y-intercept and slope values used in the solar efficiency
equation (Eq. 2.7) for this chapter are 0.760 and 6.125 W/m2*°C which are provided by a
third party certification [79]. The y-intercept and slope in the solar efficiency equation
correspond to terms in the Hottler-Whiller-Bliss equation [64] which are shown in
Equations 2.8 – 2.9. The hourly irradiation used in Equation 2.7 is determined from
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Equations 3.10 – 3.13. Equation 3.10 determines the hourly total irradiation using hourly
irradiation information available from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory TMY3
data [71], ground reflectance with a value of 0.2 found from literature [75], the incidence
angle, and the hourly surface tilt angle found from Eqs. 3.11 – 3.13. The incidence angle
and the surface tilt angle are dependent on the solar collector configuration. In this
chapter the solar collectors were modeled as two axis tracking solar collectors which
allows for absorbing the maximum solar irradiation. The turbine (Process 3 – 4) power is
determined from Equation 2.13. The hourly heat rejected from the condenser (Process 4
– 1) is found from Equation 2.17.
Electric Energy Storage Device
The charging of the EES device (battery) depends on the power available from the
solar powered ORC while the discharging of the EES device depends on the power
requirements of the building. In the proposed model, the EES device was charged while
solar irradiation levels were high enough to generate power from the ORC, and it was
discharged when there was insufficient irradiation to power the ORC which was
primarily at night. The following equation determines how the EES device charges and
discharges:
𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡,𝑖 = 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡,𝑖−1 − 𝐸𝑏,𝑖 ,

̇ = 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡,𝑖−1 > 0
𝑊𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝑖

(4.1a)

𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡,𝑖 = 0,

̇ = 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡,𝑖−1 = 0
𝑊𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝑖

(4.1b)

𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡,𝑖 = 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡,𝑖−1 + 𝑊𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝑖 ∙ 𝜉𝑏𝑎𝑡

̇ >0
𝑊𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝑖

(4.1c)

where Ebat,i is the battery capacity for the current hour, Ebat,i-1 is the battery capacity of the
battery for the previous hour, Eb,i is the electricity required by the building for the current
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hour, WORC,i is the net work supplied the ORC for the current hour, and ξbat is the battery
efficiency factor which accounts for losses from charging and discharging the battery.
These losses were accounted for using the battery efficiency factor during charging of the
battery to simplify the simulations. Net work from the ORC is defined from Equation
2.21.
Primary Energy Consumption (PEC) Savings
Using the electricity generated and stored on site has the potential to generate
PEC savings when compared to electricity purchased from the grid. The PEC Savings
are calculated from the following equation:
𝑃𝐸𝐶𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 = 𝑃𝐸𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 − 𝑃𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑅𝐶−𝐸𝐸𝑆 = 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡,𝑑𝑖𝑠 × 𝐸𝐶𝐹𝑃𝐸𝐶 − 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡,𝑑𝑖𝑠 × 𝑆𝐶𝐹𝑃𝐸𝐶 (4.2)

where PECconv is the primary energy consumption of the conventional system, PECORCEES

is the primary energy consumption of the ORC EES model, Ebat,dis is the electricity

discharged from the battery, ECFPEC is the site to source conversion factor for purchased
electricity which varies depending on location [27, 68], and SCFPEC is the conversion
factor for electricity generated from an on site solar system which has a value of 1 [66,
67].
Carbon Dioxide Emission (CDE) Savings
Using on site solar generated electricity can also result in CDE savings versus
electricity purchased from the grid. CDE savings are determined as:
𝐶𝐷𝐸𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 = 𝐶𝐷𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 − 𝐶𝐷𝐸𝑂𝑅𝐶−𝐸𝐸𝑆 = 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡,𝑑𝑖𝑠 × 𝐸𝐶𝐹𝐶𝐷𝐸

(4.3)

where CDEsavings is the carbon dioxide emission savings, CDEconv is the carbon dioxide
emissions from the conventional system, CDEORC-EES is the carbon dioxide emissions
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from the ORC-EES which is zero, and ECFCDE is the conversion factor for purchased
electricity for CDE which is location dependent [80].
Available Capital Cost (ACC) and Cost Savings
The savings from using on site electricity versus purchased electricity can be used
to determine the capital cost that would be available to implement the ORC-EES system
for a desired payback period. This can be used to determine the economic feasibility of
installing an ORC-EES system. The savings are calculated using the Equation 4.4 and
Equation 3.36.
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 = 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡,𝑑𝑖𝑠 × 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑒

(4.4)

The forecasted yearly cost of electricity is determined by plotting the average year to date
commercial electricity cost in Arizona from 2008 to 2017 [81] and performing a linear
regression to estimate the future cost of electricity from 2018 to 2027.
Results and Discussion
The model presented in CHAPTER IV was evaluated in three different buildings
located in Tucson, AZ. There are 16 commercial reference building models developed
by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) which can represent almost 70% of the
commercial buildings in the U.S [82]. These reference building models are used in the
EnergyPlus simulation software to generate simulation data of building energy usage
profiles. In this chapter, three building types were selected: a large office, a small office,
and a full service restaurant. The floor area and electricity requirements for each building
are shown in Table 4.1. For the model presented in this chapter weather data for Tucson,
AZ was used in the EnergyPlus simulations. Table 4.2 lists values for the parameters used
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in the model including pump and turbine isentropic efficiencies, conversion factors for
PEC and CDE, and the battery efficiency factor.
Table 4.1

Areas and electricity requirements for the modeled buildings [78]

Building
Large Office
Small Office
Full Service Restaurant

Table 4.2

Floor Area (ft 2)
498,588
5,500
5,500

Electricity Requirements (kWh/year)
6,029,943
75,900
349,634

Parameter values used in the model

Parameter
ηt
ηp
ECFPEC [68] (kWh/kWh)
SCFPEC [66] (kWh/kWh)
ECFCDE [69] (kg/kWh)
ξbat [55]

Value
0.8
0.8
3.06
1
0.397
0.95

The ORC-EES was sized based on the electricity needs of the different buildings.
The number of solar collectors and battery size were based on the electricity requirements
of the building at night so the battery is able to meet the nightly electricity requirements
for each building’s design day. The number of solar collectors, battery size, amount of
onsite energy generated in one year, and percentage of yearly electricity supplied by the
ORC-EES for each building are presented in Table 4.3. The number of solar collectors
and battery size correspond to the electricity requirements of each building. The solar
collector used in this model had an area of 39.72 ft 2 for a single collector [79]. The
amount of energy generated and percentage of electricity supplied by the ORC-EES in
one year is a direct result of the size of the ORC-EES system. The ORC-EES system is
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able to supply 10.6%, 13.2%, and 18.2% of the required electricity for the large office,
small office, and full service restaurant, respectively. For the large office building the
ORC-EES system generates the highest amount of electricity because it has the largest
system, but the ORC-EES for the restaurant supplies the highest percentage of the
required electricity to the restaurant.
Table 4.3

Parameters of modeled buildings

Building

No. Solar Total Collector Battery
Usable Onsite
Percentage of
2
Collectors Area (ft )
Size (kWh) Energy Generated Electricity Supplied
(kWh/year)
By ORC-EES
Large Office 702
27,928
2,837
639,039
10.6 %
Small Office 11
438
45
10,013
13.2 %
Full Service 70
2,785
283
63,722
18.2 %
Restaurant
Number of solar collectors, battery size, amount of usable onsite energy generated in one
year, and percentage of yearly electricity supplied by the ORC-EES for each of the
evaluated buildings
Figures 4.2 shows the monthly percentage of the required electricity that is
supplied by the ORC-EES to each of the evaluated buildings. The ORC-EES for the
restaurant building provides the highest percentage of required electricity to the building
every month. For the restaurant building the ORC-EES is able to generate between 14%
and 23% of the monthly electricity required by the building. This can be explained due
to the fact that the restaurant building required more electricity at night when the ORCEES is discharging than the two office buildings. For the small office building the ORCEES is able to generate between 11% and 17% of the monthly electricity required by the
building while for the large office building the ORC-EES is able to generate between 8%
and 13% of the monthly electricity required by the building. All three buildings have the
highest percentage of electricity supplied by the ORC-EES during the spring and early
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summer months when more solar irradiation is available for the selected location. In the
later summer months there is a high amount of solar irradiation, but the required building
electricity is also higher than during the spring and early summer, therefore, the ORCEES is not able to supply a higher percentage of the required electricity.

Figure 4.2

Percentage of the building load provided by the ORC-EES for each of the
evaluated buildings

The number of hours the EES supplies energy to the building in one year is
presented in Figure 4.3. The battery discharge hours follow the same trend as the
percentage of onsite energy production. The restaurant has the highest amount of hours
where the battery is supplying electricity to the building while the large office has the
lowest.
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Figure 4.3

Number of discharge hours by the ORC-EES for each of the evaluated
buildings

Since the ORC-EES generates onsite electricity, from solar energy, there is a
potential for PEC savings compared to purchasing electricity from the utility grid. The
monthly percentage of PEC savings is shown in Figure 4.4 for each of the evaluated
buildings. Once again, the restaurant building shows the best PEC savings followed by
the small and large office buildings. The yearly PEC savings are 20,628 kWh/year,
1,316,421 kWh/year, and 131,267 kWh/year for the small office, large office, and
restaurant, respectively. The average yearly percentage savings are: 8.9%, 7.1% and
12.2% for the small office, large office, and restaurant, respectively. As can be seen in
Figure 4.4, the percentage PEC savings are the highest in the spring and early summer for
each of the evaluated buildings for the same reasons explained above. This follows the
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same trend as the percentage of building electricity provided by the ORC-EES. The large
office has the highest PEC savings because its ORC-EES system produces the most
energy onsite; conversely the small office has the smallest potential for PEC savings
because the small office ORC-EES system is the smallest system for the evaluated
buildings.

Figure 4.4

Percentage of monthly PEC savings for each of the evaluated buildings

In addition to PEC savings, there is a potential CDE savings since electricity
generated from the solar powered ORC generates practically zero CDE. The monthly
percentage of CDE savings is the same as percentage of building electricity supplied.
This is shown in the monthly percentage of CDE savings for the evaluated buildings
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presented in Figure 4.5. The yearly CDE savings for the small office, large office, and
restaurant are 3,979 kg/year, 253,920 kg/year, and 25,320 kg/year, respectively.

Figure 4.5

Monthly percentage of CDE savings for each of the modeled buildings.

Similarly, because the ORC-EES system is providing electricity to the modeled
buildings there is a potential for cost savings. The monthly percentage of cost savings is
the same percentage as the percentage of building energy supplied as shown in Figure
4.6. The yearly cost savings for the small office, large office, and restaurant are 972
$/year, 62,051 $/year, and 6,187 $/year, respectively. The cost of electricity value is the
average year to date commercial electricity cost for Arizona [81].
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Figure 4.6

Monthly percentage of cost savings for each of the modeled buildings

In terms of cost, the available capital cost (ACC) for the modeled buildings is
presented in Figures 4.7 to 4.9. The ACC is determined from the savings of generating
some of the building’s required electricity using ORC-EES system rather than purchasing
electricity from the grid. Figures 4.7 to 4.9 show the amount of available capital cost for
a desired payback period which ranges from 1 to 10 years. For a 10 year payback period
using a forecasted commercial electricity cost discussed previously from 2018 to 2027,
the ACC for a small office, large office, and restaurant in Tucson, AZ is $10,916,
$696,617, and $69,463 respectively. The predicted electricity cost value for 2018 is 0.10
$/kWh and for 2027 is 0.12 $/kWh. Therefore, for a 10 year payback period for a
restaurant the capital cost must be less than $69,463.
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Figure 4.7

The ACC for a small office in Tucson, AZ
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Figure 4.8

The ACC for a large office in Tucson, AZ
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Figure 4.9

The ACC for a restaurant in Tucson, AZ

The results presented above indicate that the ORC-EES has the potential of
reducing operational cost, PEC, and CDE as compared to buying electricity from the
utility grid. However, the amount of savings will strongly depend on the number of solar
collectors used in each building. Therefore, how the number of solar collectors affected
the performance of the ORC-EES system was also investigated in this chapter. For this
analysis, the restaurant building was chosen because the ORC-EES system supplied the
highest percentage of the required building electricity. The effect of solar collectors on
the battery size and cost savings of the ORC-EES system, the percentage of the building
load supplied by the ORC-EES, and the number of battery discharge hours were
investigated.
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Figure 4.10 shows how the battery size of the ORC-EES system changes as the
number of solar collectors increase. It is important to remember that the EES system is
sized based on the amount of electricity generated by the ORC-EES system. The results
illustrate that the battery size increases linearly at first then exponentially as the number
of solar collectors increase. The battery size increases exponentially due to that fact that
the nightly building load is no longer large enough to fully discharge what the ORC
stored in the battery during the previous day. Figure 4.10 also shows how the number of
collectors affects the potential cost savings. As with the battery size, the cost savings
increases linearly with the number of solar collectors, but then levels off with a higher
number of solar collectors. This is due to a smaller increase in the percentage of building
electricity supplied by the ORC-EES which can be seen in Figure 4.11. Figures 4.11 and
4.12 present the percentage of building electricity load the ORC-EES supplies and the
number of hours the battery discharges versus the number of solar collectors respectively.
As the number of solar collectors increases the percentage of the building load that the
ORC-EES supplies increases until it approaches the percentage of the building load
electricity that occurs during hours where the ORC-EES is not generating power which is
the only time that the battery discharges. With 160 solar collectors in the ORC-EES
system, the ORC-EES system supplies 37.8% of a possible 41.8% of the building’s
electricity load. Likewise, the number of hours the battery discharges increases until it
approaches the number of hours that the building load occurs during non-generating
hours for the ORC-EES. The battery discharges 4,199 hours of a possible 4,629 hours
which is 91% when the ORC-EES is sized for 160 solar collectors. However, it is
important to note here that even though increasing the number of collectors increases the
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cost savings, a complete economic analysis must be performed to determine the point
when it is not economically feasible.

Figure 4.10

Battery size and cost savings of the ORC-EES versus number of solar
collectors for a restaurant in Tucson, AZ
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Figure 4.11

Percentage of the building load supplied by the ORC-EES versus number
of solar collectors for a restaurant in Tucson, AZ
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Figure 4.12

The number of battery discharge hours of the ORC-EES versus number of
solar collectors for a restaurant in Tucson, AZ

Conclusion
An hourly model of a solar powered ORC-EES system in Tucson, AZ was
presented in this chapter. The modeled solar powered ORC used R-236ea as the working
fluid and charged the EES system. The ORC-EES supplied electricity to a small office,
large office, and a restaurant in Tucson, AZ. The size of the ORC-EES system was based
on the electricity requirements of the building. The hourly electricity requirements for
each building were determined from EnergyPlus simulations. The ORC charged the EES
system when there was adequate irradiation to generate power and the EES discharged to
supply building electricity needs when the ORC was not generating power which was
primarily at night. The potential for PEC, CDE, and cost savings was also evaluated for
each of the evaluated buildings.
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The large office building ORC-EES supplied the highest amount of electricity
because it was the largest ORC-EES system for the three evaluated buildings. The
restaurant ORC-EES supplied the highest percentage of required building electricity
using the operational strategy presented in this chapter. This could be explained from the
restaurant building having a higher electricity requirement at night when the ORC-EES is
discharging than the office buildings. The number of hours that the EES is discharging
corresponds to the percentage of required building electricity supplied with the restaurant
EES system discharging the most. Each of the evaluated buildings had the potential for
PEC, CDE, and cost savings. The large office had the highest value for potential PEC,
CDE, and cost savings while the restaurant had the highest percentage of PEC, CDE, and
cost savings. The ACC was also determined for the three evaluated buildings. The large
office building had the highest ACC but it was also the largest ORC-EES system.
The effect of the number of solar collectors on the battery size, cost savings,
supplied electricity percentage, and battery discharge hours was also investigated. The
restaurant was chosen since it supplied the highest percentage of required building
electricity. The number of solar collectors affects the battery size linearly at first then
exponentially since the building requirements at night are no longer high enough to fully
discharge the EES system. The cost savings, supplied electricity percentage, and battery
discharge hours increase linearly with the number of solar collectors in the beginning but
then level off as the number of solar collectors continues to increase. The supplied
electricity percentage levels off as it approaches the percentage of building electricity
load that occurs during hours that the ORC-EES system discharges. To determine the
optimum size of the ORC-EES a full economic analysis needs to be performed.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
Different configuration of solar powered ORCs were studied in this work. The
performance of the evaluated ORCs was determined using energetic, environmental, and
economic criteria. Some of the performance metrics used in this work include energy
generated, exergy destroyed, thermal efficiency, exergetic efficiency, PEC savings, CDE
savings, cost savings, and ACC. Five organic working fluids, R218, R227ea, R236fa,
R236ea, and RC318, were evaluated for the basic ORC and R-ORC systems. R236ea
performed best in terms of thermal and exergetic efficiencies of the evaluated fluids for
both cycles. The effect of local weather was also studied for both configurations. It was
determined that the amount of solar irradiation and ambient temperatures affected how
much electricity the ORC and the R-ORC system are able to produce. This effect was
shown when comparing the systems located in Tucson, AZ and Jackson, MS. The basic
ORC and R-ORCs in Tucson, AZ produced more electricity when compared to the basic
and regenerative ORCs in Jackson, MS. All of the evaluated ORCs (basic ORC, R-ORC,
and ORC-EES) had the potential for PEC, CDE, and cost savings when compared to
purchasing electricity from the grid. The ACC was determined from cost savings from
generating electricity on-site.
CHAPTER II studied an hourly solar powered basic ORC using the same dry
organic working fluids. R236ea performed the best of the evaluated fluids based on the
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energy generated per year, thermal and exergetic efficiencies, and exergy destruction rate.
Therefore R236ea was used as the working fluid for the remainder for the chapter. The
ORC was modeled in both Jackson, MS and Tucson, AZ using the same solar irradiation
data but different hourly ambient temperatures based on local weather data. In general,
Tucson, AZ had the higher hourly ambient temperatures which lead to slightly higher net
energy produced and mass flow rates most months. Both cities had the potential to
generate PEC and CDE savings since the model produced energy on site from the solar
powered ORC. Tucson, AZ had slightly lower PEC savings and higher CDE savings
when compared to Jackson, MS. This is due to the fact that while both PEC and CDE
savings are dependent on net energy generated, they are also dependent on the ECFPEC
and ECFCDE values which are location dependent. A parametric analysis was also
performed to determine the effect of solar collector area, solar collector pressure,
condensing temperature, and turbine efficiency. Higher pressure ratios and temperature
ranges increased the performance of the modeled solar powered ORC; this is
corroborated by the working fluid analysis. R236ea had the highest pressure ratio and
temperature range and performed the best of the evaluated fluids under the modeled
conditions. Increasing the solar collector area increased net energy produced and
decreasing the turbine efficiency decreased the net energy produced.
In CHAPTER III, a R-ORC was compared with a basic ORC using several dry,
organic fluids and local irradiation and ambient temperature values for Jackson, MS and
Tucson, AZ. The R-ORC had higher efficiencies, produced more energy, and had less
exergy destroyed when compared with the basic ORC using the same working fluid.
When comparing the basic cycle with R236ea as the working fluid with the R-ORC
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model, the basic cycle with R236ea performed better than the R-ORC with all the
working fluids except for R236ea and R236fa. The ORCs located in Tucson, AZ
produced higher net energy and total exergy destroyed than the ORCs located in Jackson,
MS due to higher values of solar irradiation in Tucson, AZ. Because of the higher
amounts of energy generated, the R-ORC located in Tucson, AZ had the higher potential
for PEC and CDE savings as well as having higher ACCs than the R-ORC modeled in
Jackson, MS. The parametric analysis determined the maximum amount of energy
produced and the minimum amount of exergy destroyed occurred when the intermediate
pressure was 0.75 MPa for R236ea as the working fluid and as the turbine efficiency
increased the net energy increased and the total exergy destroyed decreased.
A solar powered basic ORC connected to an EES device was presented in
CHAPTER IV. The ORC-EES was modeled as supplying energy to three commercial
buildings in Tucson, AZ: a full service restaurant, a small office building, and a large
office building. The ORC charged the EES when there was adequate solar irradiation to
power the ORC and the EES discharged when there was insufficient irradiation to power
the ORC which was primarily at night. The ORC-EES systems were sized based on the
electricity requirements of the building. Of the evaluated buildings, the ORC-EES for the
restaurant supplied the highest percentage of electricity to the building following the
operational strategy discussed in CHAPTER IV while the ORC-EES for the large office
supplied the largest amount of electricity. All three buildings had the potential for PEC,
CDE, and cost savings while the restaurant had the highest percentage of PEC, CDE, and
cost savings. The large office had the highest values for ACC, but it was also the largest
ORC-EES. The effect of the number of solar collectors on the battery size, cost savings,
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supplied electricity percentage, and battery discharge hours for the restaurant was also
investigated. The number of solar collectors affects the battery size linearly at first then
exponentially once the building energy requirements at night are no larger high enough to
fully discharge the EES. The supplied electricity percentage levels off as it approaches
the percentage of building electricity load that occurs during hours that the ORC-EES
system discharges. In order to determine the optimum size of the ORC-EES a full
economic analysis needs to be performed.
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